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This thesis is concerned with the design of a computer graphics system
for In particulat' artists, and in general surface designers (where
surface design refers to the design of 2Dimensional surfaces, e.g.
wallpaper, carpets and fabrics). It is argued that the artist tends
to be tentative both in terms of plans of action and also the meaning
of the image. This is reflected in changes of mind that have
consequences on the artists plans and on the structure of the perceived
image (t ,e. an image perceived in one way may be seen differently later
on) .
On b'oth counts tit is argued. convent; ana 1 vector based computer graphi cs
does not possess the desired flexibility. Raster graphics employing a
'bitmap' to represent the picture for display offers new potential and
greater flexibility. In particular it pennits a view of interactive
graphics, described as "conmuntcat inp interpretations" in which the user
is seen as being involved in communicating features ina visual scene
shared by the man and the machine to the machine. In so doing the user
is able to operate on objects in the picture as and When they are perceived.
A language (GLIMPS) is described which not only permits the user to
generate pictures but also inc1udes fac ilities for extracting and
operating on perceptual features of a picture. GlIMPS makes it possible
for both "phys tcat" (region) and "non-pnys'tca l" (figure on ground)
properties of the 'bitmap' to be handled.
In conclusion it is argued that the "cotmlunicatingillterpretationsH view
is more generally applicable in interactive computer graphics.
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For some, the idea of a visual artist using a computer as an aid to
producing art may seem paradoxical. What. they might ask, can the
most logical of machines offer a branch of human behaviour which by
tradition embodies much of the irrational? And yet, sin~ethe early
sixties many arti.sts have spoken up in support of the computer,
extolling its possibilities and demonstrating its potential. Fo.r
many of the pioneers of computer art it was the very fact that the
computer can be progratmled to perfonn logical sequences of actions
which seemed to offer a key to understanding the irrational. a way
of automating the creative process. For others the computer
appeared asa mere toolt but a tool of possessing power unequalled
by lIIore familiar technology.
In the beginning it was necessary for most of the artists Who saw
some value in. the computer to become more than simple users of the
computer, in the sense that a driver is a use,' Of a car. They were
forced by the lack of facilities to become computer programmers.
This meant, continuing the analogy, that in order to drive the car it
Was necessary to become a car mechanic. Fortunately, for most of us
a knowledge of what goes on underneath the bonnet of our motor car is
not a pre-requisite for getting from one place to another. Between
us and the engine there is a set of controls which make it possible
for us to be users of the machi ne with limited knovledge of how it
works.
Much of the work of computer science is concerned with devising ways
of providing easier access for the potential user to computing power
by reducing the new know1edge which must be acquired by the user,
whilst at the same time providing a tool flexible enough to serve his
purposes. As more artists began to show an interest tn the computer
so the computer scientist sought to provide purpose built systems for
them. To some this might appear whimsical on the part of the
computer scientist but this is not the case. Modern man has a
certain reverence for the artist. recognising in him an indiVidualism
and independence which is closely associated with creative behaviour.
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In practise, producing a computer system for almost anyone has
proven to ba most difficult even when the tasks it is intended to
serve display a high degree of similarity and the user popUlation
exhibit uniformity of behaviour. How much more difficult then the
problem becomes when the system aims to me.et the needs of sOmething
so diVerse and idiosyncratic as Art.
Chapter2 reviews a number of computer systems which were produced with
the artist in mind and identifies two problems which are not resolved
adequately in them. The first problem is that of making the system
as accessible to the artist as possible. The second is that of
making the system useful enough to serve the artists purpose. The
former relates to the characteristics of the man-machine interface,
the latter to the image generative and manipulative facilities which
are employed via the interface. Theydeterrnine respectively what is
referred to as the ease of use and the uMj'utrteS8 of a system. In
chapter Z it is argued that existing systems do not resolve both
prOblems s tmulatneous ly but place an emphasis on one over- the other.
Thus they tend to be either easy to use but not very u.sefu.Z or quite
usefUl but difficult to use. One of the issues attacked in this
thesi sis how to pray; de a sys tell1 whieh is both easy to ~we and
u8(J!11(l.
The computer as a medium for visual e)(pressjon is bound to present a
degree of unfamiliarity since the artist must use a fonnEl~ language to
instruct the machine toperforrn tasks. When working with conventional
visual media the use.of language plays little part and we should
expect this externalisation of objectives and actions to be at the
very least unfamiliar. The term ease of UEle is used in this thesis
in reference to the accessibility of a system in the face of tnts
unfami 1iari ty .
The uaefuZness of a computer system is determined by its success in
serving the purposes of its users. Therefore in order to design a
computer system for the visua1 artist we must know sometning of his
purposes. There are. however. many levels of artistic purpose which
can be identified. For example, at one level the purpose of drawing
a pencil across a sheet of paper might be to produce a line, which in
turn cquld serve the higher level purpose of constructing a square.
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Perhaps, at the highest level there is the artist's purpose in making
art, but this is something which in general even the artist cannot
explain with certainty and consequently we cannot know much about it.
Also it is likely to be particular to the individual Brtist and since
the objective is to design a system which can be useful to many
artists then levels of purpose must be identified that have some
generality.
The assumption that the purpose of the artist is to produce pictures
provides the desired generality, and as a starting point is helpful
because by excluding other forms of visual art (e.g. sculpture,
constroction,cohceptual art) it reduces the problem area to
manageable proportions. More significantly, however, it makes it
possible to treat conventional picture making media as models for
determining the design objectives of the computer graphics system
whi~h is the subject of this thesis.
Before discussing this point tn J110re detail a slight detour is
necessary in o.rder to identify the prospective users of the system.
An.C\fchitectural plan is a model which helps the architect to vtsual+se
"thebuilding it represents. When the architect makes a change to
the plan what has changed is his conceptualisation of the building
Which forces the modification to the drawing. The architect then,
operates on Bn abstract building Which is modelled in the plan.
For the artist, however, the picture is the product. It is not so
much a representation of the object of interest it is the object of
interest and much of the manipulation of the picture takes place in
response to its perceived pictorial properties. The significance of
this is discussed in chapter 7 and it is only introduced he~e in
order to observe that there are other design activities in which the
function of the picture is similar to that ~f the fine artist.
Graphic and textile design are examples for which this observation is
valid. More generally~ it holds true for all surface design. In
the remainder of this text it is the artist who appears as the
SUbject of the arguments, but they apply equally to the surface
designer who consequently should be regarded as a potential user of
the computer facilities which are described in the text.
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In the ensuing chapters aspects of the picture making process are
examined in order to provide answers to two important design questions.
The first asks how the artist goes about making pictures; the second
asks wha t kind of operations he performs on the picture during its
production. The first question is concerned with the artists
working process, the second with the picture generative and
manipulatiVe functtons permitted by the medium. In the case of
either question we should not expect the answer to be highly specific
since the making of picturesisa personal and idiosyncratic
business that provides as many answers as there are artists. However,
general though the solutions may be; they prOVide important guidelines
for the design of a computer systemhavil')9 suffiCient flexibility to
be personalised by the artist.
The question of how the artist makes pictures is examined ih chapter 5
us; n9 examp1es of the work; n9 processes of a number of art; s'ts , It
is argued that planning is a f'actor which plays an important part in
characterising the artists interaction with his medium. The degree of
planning undertaken in picture making is shown to differ when
comparing artists and also to vary during the picture making activity
of the individual artist. A computer system must permit various
levels of planning to be implemented by the artist and alSo cope with
Changes in the plans during the interaction between the artist and
the machihe. As stated previously, the interaction will take place
via the man-machine interface and it is this which must bear the brunt
of the artists procedural demands. and in so doing allow the artist to
work in his own particular way.
The question of what facilities should be provided for picture
generation and manipulation is answered by looking at the conditions
which cause these processes to occur (chapter 6). Itis found that
they can arise in response to what the artist perceives in the picture
in progress. The mechanisms. for manipulating pictureelernents in
conventional .computer graphics systems are described in chapter 7
where it is shown that they are inadequate for handling the
manipulation of structures perceived in the screen, and then
demonstrated that a raster scan graphic display can be used to
overcome this problem. A raster scan display makes use of
conventional television technology, and its name refers to the way in
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which a picture is projected onto the T.V. screen in what is bas;call.v
a series of horizontal, or raster. movements (t .e, 625 lines). When
a picture is presented on a raster scan disPlay by computer it must
first be represented in computer memory, from which it is read out
onto the T.V.screen. Currently a number of techniques are used for
representing the picture in memory. The method adopted in the system
described in this text is called a bi.trrv,p. The particular advantages
of the bitmap technique are described in detail later (chapter 7).
In brief, the entire screent which appears as a matrix of points, is
represented in the bitmap such that each screen point has its own
memory location which records its physical state (e.g, intensity).
Thus there is a one~to~one relationship between paints in the bitmap
and pOints on the screen. The essential novelty of the approach to
manipulating pictures which unfolds in the latter stages of this
thesis is the emphasis on processing the picture memorywhich is used
to represent the picture for display on the television screen.
TYPically this processing involvesextractjng structures from the
picturememory as and when they are percei ved by the user and
consequently removes the necessity for the user to pre~specify,
before their manufacture. the pictorial structures to be manipulated
(which he is often not in a position to do but is a pre-requiSite in
convention~l systems). Picture memory processing (chapt~r 8) is a
development arising out of this project whicn is regarded as having a
relevance to interactive comput~r graphics as a whole (Scriveneret.
ar., 1978; Edmonds et. al.. 1980; Scrivener, Edmonds, 1980).
In conclusion. although it has been stated that conventional picture
making media provide models for the design of the computer graphics
system discussed in this thesis, the system is not viewed as a model
of a picture making medium. The argument for using a computer must
surely be that it can offer facilities and possibilities diff~rent to
those prOVided by conventiona1 media.. It is the extent to which the
computer as a creative medium is successful in this respect that it
ma'y ultimately be seen to serve the artists Purpose.
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CHAPTER 2
TWO APPROACHES TO THE PRODUCTION OF PICTURES BY COMPUTER
_ _ - _ _ _......... _- .._ _ .._ .. -
Since t.heearly sixti.es, when the first generation of computer
peripherals which permitted the input and output of graphical data
appeared) therehasbeen a proliferation of computer art. At f'[rst
the pl"oductionof (:omputer art was practised by scientists having an
amateur tnteresf inar-t and a des ire to use the computer creat; vely.
More recently a number of professional al'tists have made use of the
computer. In the following pages two approaches to.the use of the
computer as an aid in the production of pictures areexamlned. The
first approach treats the computer as a sophisticated tool, whilst
the second. sees the computer as an assistant, or creative partner.
2.1 THECOMPUTtR SCltNCE INFLUENCE
The first computer graphics to attract the attention of artists were
produced by sci enti sts , often without any .expl Ict t aesthetic
objective. W. Petter's work for Boeing Airway was concerned with the
visualisation of a pilot in an aircraft cockpit. figure 1, and also
airport flight simulation. The graphical data provided an aid to
aircraft cockpit and airpor.t design, by revealing, the physical
characteristics and limitations of man. Fetter was concerned with
assisting the designer to deal with .er90nomic~ or human factors
problems. However, the drawings which resulted, particularly those
generated by the 'fifty percentile pilot project' proved of interest
to artist's and have been exhibited in the context of art
(Reichardt, 1968). In the first place they are aesthetically
pleasing but more importantly they revealed to the artist that the
computer might be used to assist the visualisation of three dimensional
Objects and also to simulate processes.
other scientists who influenced computer art Were K. Knowlton and
B. Julesq, both of whom were working at Bell Labs.. Julesq (1965),
a psychologist~ produced computer generated pictures. figure 2,
comprised of dots which he employed in experiments on texture
descrimination in the human visual system. Knowlton has been
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His most familiar wQrk is the series of graph plotted pictures produced
by the technique of 'pictureprocessing' which uses a computer to
transform a photograph tnto a digital form, figure 3. Whilst Fetter
and Julesq do 'not make. any aesthet.icclaims for their work. Knowlton
(1969) has always been conscious of the artistic implications of his
work. Indeed~ he defined one of the objectives of his work as being
lito explore new forms of computer produced art".
Whatever the personal or scientific objectives, the wor-kof Fetter,
dul asq and KnQwlt9n Was importanthe.cause i~ brought thecdmputer to
the atteht.ion6f the artist, and revealed some ofit.s possible artistic
applications.
2.2 THEPOSSI8111TlES
As computer graphic facUities became more generally available,
pa.rt; cul arly; n educational est~b 11.s.hments where both .computer
science and aY't were studied. so artis1:s began to ma~e use of them.
DUring the last decade the numb.er pf artists whOusethe'c;omputer has
increas.edsignificantly and many publications and a nl.lmberof books
have apPeared to chart their progress. Authors often predicted a
Signi ficaht transformation in art as a result of thearl1sts
interaction with the computer. The at:rnosphere of the period ts
expressed by Charles Csuri (1974) who wrote that. UManyof us became
keenlY·interested in the alternatives to traditional ideas afforded
by computer processes. These ideas and feelings soared. into some kind
of n~dimensio.nal space with the expectation and anticipation that one
wason the threshotd of a new and revolutionary approach to art".
Unfortunately t.his was not to be the case for asCsuri .admits, "The
nasty details of cOlmlunication and implementation and the niave
conceptions the artist had about the computer quickly brought
frustration and rather modest results ••••...theartistmay want a
graphics progralllTlin9 language withane~sy- to-useco.nlnand syntax, but
he ;s stuck with tortran. not enough core t or an assembl et language
and a printer instead of a drum plotter or a refresh CRTII•
Whilst there is still a need for better computer facilities for the
artist the persistence of a few dedicated artists has resulted in work
which suggests that the initial optimism was justified.
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2.3 THE TRENDS
Today, two destinct approaches to using the computer in the production
of pictorial art can be observed from an analysis of the work and
writings of a number of artists. From the first view the comPLlter is
seen as a tool, rather like a sohpisticated paint brush. It functions
to assist the artist to do what he already does using more convenrtonet
methods and is regarded mainly as a production tool. The second view
presents the computer as a kind of assistant, even an autonomous
creator or extention of the artist. From this viewpoint the computer
is not seen merely as a production tool but as a decision making
partner.
2.3.1 THE COMPUTER AS A TOOL
As in the case of most new tools. artists have tended to explore ideas
carr, edover from previous mediums. The. early use of the camera" for
examples is characterised by its debt to po.inting. in the sense that
Photographs reflected the studied composition, subject ma.tter and
treatment of the paintings of the period. It might be described as
Painting With a camera.
Likewise, early computer art is characterised by the use of modules,
or basic elements, which are transformed qr combined using rules.
Also random and probibilistic functions. play an important role.
These are features not unique to computer art and can besh()wn to
character; se earl; er work produced without the aid of the computer.
2.3.1.1 RANDOHNESS,RULES AND INTUITION
DtH'ins the first quarter of the twentieth century the use of random
processes· became a feature in the production of much art. Jean Arp
Would drop pieces of string onto his Ciilnvases accepting the arbitrary
arrangement that followed as the basis for linear outlines, figure 4.
Ouchamp,Ernst and many of the Dadaists and Surrealists explored the
Use of randomness in pictorial art. In poetry, similarly, ramdomness
was introduced into the productive process by Andre Breton and others.




psychological theories of Freud,and more particularly Jung. which
stressed the importance of the subconscious mind. Randomness was
seen as one way of providing a stimulus more directly available to the
subconscious mind.
The Use of randomness in art has persisted although the reasons that
prompt its use are different to those of the Surl'~alists. However', it
can be argued that the function of random and chance processes remains
the same. The artist is just as susceptible to convention as any
other person. The young artist assimilates the rules for picture
making as professed by his masters and as expressed in the work of
previous artists. The word intuition is often used to describe the
mechanism Which permits the artist to make aX'~ativeleap8; However,
few artists make cl"eMive Leaps and m()st must be-content.rto
consolidate the promise Of other artists creaUlleZeaps. The more
generalmanirestation of intuition is in the automatic application Of
picture making rules assimilated through learning and experience.
Intuition applied in this way traps the artist in convention,
Circumvents reason and makes it difficult for him to break new ground.
Whilst the artist may not be able to predict ttls outcome of his actions
precisely there may be a predictabilitylo his behaviour which makes
it inevitable; it is hot easy for the artist to surprise himself.
leavlng.certain decisions to chance maKestheoutc()jneof the picture
making process unpredictable, from the artists point of view.
Thus Arp might choose the length of his piece of .string (line former),
the height from which it is to be dropped and its position over the
canvas. Its actual position and arrangement being determined
independently of the artist as a result Of the arbitrary physical
conditions governing its descent to the canvas. The unpredictability
of the outcome in turn creates the possibility of the unexpected in the
picture; in other words the result may be a surprise to the artist.
Consequently the use of random processes can be seen as a way of
circumVenting the constraints imposed by ; ntui tive decision making
processes; and surely functi on ed in the same manner for the Surrea list.
An alternative way of avoiding automatic decision making is to specify
precise rules governing the generation of pictures which pre-determine
14
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the decisions to be made. Whereas the use of random processes leaves
some aspects of the picture to be determined by chance, the definition
of precise rules leaves nothing to chance. Furthermore the properties
of the resultant picture can be understood in lermsof the rul es used
to generate it and consequently the artist can study.and subsequently
control its causes. Ideas about the use of rules in picture making
havebeen~Xplored, during the last two decades or more. by the
Constructionists and System artists (System catalogue. 1972).
Frequently rules are applied to the arrangement.of bas+e pictorial
elements or modules. Having defined the rules, for the production of
a Pictul"e,or set of pictures. the artist simply follows, withQut
furtherdec;sion making, his own progralmles.
The search for tools to assist in the execution of raM om processes
and rule goverped programmes led some artists~almost inevitably, to
Use the computer.
2.3.1.2 SOME EXAMPLES
The Dutch artist PeterStruckYen (1973) .ha.sused the c;;omputertoassist
in the production .:of works character; sed bY the use of mcdu1es,
figure.5. Typically he uses the computer to establi~h the distribution
Of predetermined elements according to certain rules. ForStrutkYen.
the computerservesasa tool for solving formal problems,suchas
establishing surfaces, spaces, 1tmi ts, saturation and movement. The
output from the computer is often transformed into a painting executed
by the artist manually. FIXVAR,;s a program which assists in the
production of paintings which consist of 6 X 6 cells, each of which is
divided into 3X3positions• Some of the positions are FIXed by the
artist; ttl£! remaining positions are VARiable. Given a FIXed start
the pr~ral!l can complete an arrangement acCQrd;ngto.rules which aim to
maximise on constraints. laid down by the artistJ on the adjacency of
elements. The campl etion of an arrangement is achieved by means of
both rule governed and random processes. Typically the random
processes take over when the rules fail to uniquely specify an
element for a particular position in the matrix.
SYkora (1970) is.another artist who has used the computer extensively,
assisted by the mathematician J. Blazek. This artist often uses a
16
Figure 6
basic module with internal geometric pattern. One such painting.
figure 6, resulted from the arrangement of elements Dna surface of
cells according to the rule tha.t no tWo colours (the modul.es being
divided so as to have different coloured edges) should be placed
together. The artist has described .the process of generating a
pictUre by computer is as follows:
1. The elements eresel acted,
2. They are grollped according to colour density.
3. The artist then assigns a number of elements to the grid
and also positive and negative values to signify Where he
wants the density of colour to increase or decrease.
4. One of four rules milY be applied to the selection of
elements tocompl~tethe picture.
The computer assigns elements in the ma.trix roW b,y row, starting from
the top left and rttturning along alternate rows from right to left
Until the matrix is comp1eted. In the case wht})"e an element cannot
be plaCed accord; n9 to the rule ss] ected the c()n~tra;nt iSI'elaxed until
one is found. In .any case where more than one element cou1d be
assigned toa location in thernatrh. selection is decided by random
process. Later the output from the computer is transferred onto a
CMvas.
This kind of computer art is indistinguishable from modular and system
art produced .Wi thout the aid Qf a computer. lnqeed:there is noth; ng
about the id.e.C'lsbeingexplored whioh make the gomputer a necessary
part Ofitsprodl.lction. Rather its use mak~s it easier for the
artisttorea1isehis ideas than existing methods.
2.3.2THE>COMPUTER AS ASSISTANT AND CREATOR
w~nst m~ny artists cont+nue to employ the computer as a tool, some
artiSts have adopted a more radical approach which postulates a
creative role for the computer. When an artistden.,esa program
which performs functions he would nonnally perform he is, in a sense.
automating part of his method. The act of progra!lll1ingcanbe seen as
a process of externalisingaspects oftheartistscreatiYe method.
ThemQreaspects of method automate~ by the artist the more significant
becomes the role of the computer, particularly if the artist automates
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high level decision making processes. H.W. Franke (1971) writes that
II
! .as long as programs are restricted to those that merely capture
rOutine processes of artistic creation then the trend .towards theorising
does not yet predominate. But with each move towards generalisation
the question becomes even more insistent: how far can we gO;n
programing the beautiful? Are there superior multt-Ievel programs
thilt incorporate general laWs of .aesthetics?tI
2.3.2.1 MODELLING OF CREATIVE BEHAVIOUR
Ordinarily We judge whether something has intelligence by reference to
some aSpect of its behaviour. Turing proposed a test of a machines
infelligence in which an interrogator proposes questions and tasks and
attempts to descriminate between a milnand a machine by their
reponses (Turing. 1950).
A 'Jari ati on on Turi 09 IS experiment has been performed by A.M. Noll
(1967) Using Piet Mondrian's IiCornppsition with Lines!', figure 7..
This experiment attempted to compare a computer produced pi cture
generated according to a pseudo-r-andom number generator with statistics
chosen to approximate the bar density, lengths and widths in the
MOhdrian picture. Copies of the picture were presented side by side,
to a hundred Subjects. Resul ts showed. that 59% preferred the
computer draWing and only 28% were able to descriminatecorrectly the
Mandrian.
I'bll argues that in terms of the Turing definition of creative
intel11gence this experiment shows that the computer has. creative
POssibilities. The experiment also (iemonstrated that algorithms
emploYing statistical and random processes can be made to manifest
speCific stylistic properties. Viewed another way an artist may be
able to embody his stYle in the programs he writes.
2.3.2.2S()1E EXAMPLES
Generative Aesthetics, asdefi ned by Max Sense (1971) , is a
mathematical aesthetics which distinguishes between the "material
carri· "er of a workaf art and the "aesthet+c state" achieved by the
carrier. Generative aesthetics deals objectively with elements Of the
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"aesthetic state". These elements are pre-established and their
appearance~ distribution and fonnation are described mathematically.
As defined by Bense "Generative Aesthetics therefore imp1iesa
combination of all operations, rules and theorems which can be used
deliberately to produce aesthetic st~tes when applied to material
elements". Frieder Nake (1970) is perhaps the most important artist
Working in the area of mathematically based aesthetics using the
computer. Nake attempts to define math~matical models which can be
implemented on a computer' for the production of aesthetica'1ypleasing
objects.
Micheal Thompson (1972), on the other hand, adopts a procedural
approach. He has worked on software which simulates subjective
decision making processes. CKieof his programs includes a "subjective
visual mods l" capable .of making "subjective" decisions when generating
an arrangement of picture modules, figure 8. The model is based on
a.nanalysis of eye movements in the pbserver. Thompson uses
hetworks to model eye movement representing the concepts of "trackingU
alldllskippingll• The eye moves in s.hol"t rapid movements looking at
fixation points ina picture remaining motionless for 95%of the time;
The term "tracki og II is used to descrl be the 11lusoryimpress ion bfthe
eye following features in a picture. "Skippingll is the term which
describes the transference of the observers attention from one part of
a picture to another.
111ompson uses specific modules (similar to those used by the spani sh
painter Barbadil1o) which he represents by networks,fi~ure 9.
NU11lerical values are assigned to certain properties of the network.
Such as the length of an arc. When modules are placed together nodes
may be connected thus creating new networks which may be evaluated.
Thompson proPQses that the spores providecf by th~ netwprks represent
the Utracking"of the picture. The Hskipping" model is based ori edge
condftions. The scores from the two models represent the content of
the.se subject; ve properties of a picture and the geheratiVe programs
seek to produce arrangements with high scores.
Although the criteria used by Thompson for the design of the models are
largely subjective his approach is unusual and sensitive to the fact
that a large part of the artistic process is concerned with the
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manipulation of such subjective experience. Furthermore an approach
based on perceptual processes is more natural to the artist than
mathematical and statistical methods. Thompson believes that the
artist should use the computer not so much to produce art but to test
and develop ideas on visual topics. However, to understand the visual
he seys , We must forget about geometry for "whilst most computer systems
dea lWithgeometri c problems the arti st.! s concerned with
Phenomenological prob1ems - that is not what is there (geometry and
engineering) but what we think We seel~ This is an important point
(we shall return to a discussion of it in 'chapter 6}and is in. sharp
Contrast to the work of Nakeand Noll which .rel,Yonanalysis
Of physical proper-t+es .
Harold Cohen (1974) is a painter who has recently becomeeng~ged in
the use of the computer and adopts an approach that looks to what the
artist does, and what determines his activity; ralherthan to properties
of the object or perception, figure 10. Cohen believes that the
Computer can be useful to the artist if it can be denonstrated to offer
something non~trivial, lIif it can forward his purpose in some
significant wayll, The problem he feels, is to "propose a struct~re
which can be seen, as a whole to account for wha.t the artist does.
The notion of 'Purpose' might reasonably thought tochara.cterise the
structure as a who 1elf, and tha t lithe mach; ne might be cons idered to
adVance the artists Purpose, if following the earlier argument, it
could be seen that this might itself generate, or at least update. an
appropriate notion of structure".
Ih describing the relationship between the computer and the art is t' he
goes. onto say til identify the artist with the who1e purpose~structure.
the machine with the processes which are defined by tnestructures and
in tU)'n help to redefine it. Since under othercircl.l11stances these
processes too would be played-out by the artist, I amalso;dehtifying
P1aYing~out with the computer to playing-out without the computer.
For the machine to serve this purpose. the artist will need to use it
~s he Uses himself",
This rema)'k by Cohen allows an important distinction to be made. If
the .programs, produced by various artists were examined there would be
little to distinguish them. It is only when the artists attitudes to
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the Use of the computer, and the way in which the processes they
automate fit into their working process, that th.e differences become
clear. The artist who regards the computer asa tool places a
different value on its function to the artist, like Cohell, who regards
itas an extension of the artist. Certainly a promising direction
wQuld seem to be one in which the computer is reqarded as an integral
part of the artists decision making process. What is important about
this <approach is that the computer is not regarded as justa tool
Used ina particular method but a machine which haskno\tlledge of
method; Which can take decisions and most important of.all - modify
method. It is in this way, perhaps that the special potential of
the COmputer) which is for the most part only intuitively recognised,




In gell9ral, the most interesting art produced with the aid of a computer
has been done by art is ts who ei therwrite thei r own programs or
collaborate with a scientist, as for example the Sykora, Blazek
partnership, However. a number of systems have been produced
specifically for artists. These systems tend to fall into one of two
categ{)f; es . The first .category shall be. ea lledeasy to ~Be, the
second usefuZ. It. wi 11 be shownthat.although one Would expect .a
system to be both easy to Use and #8eful theseconditiol1s are difficult
to satisfy at the same time in a system.
3.1 EASY TO USB SYSTEMS
The design of the "ea.;y system is characterised by the desire
to ma.ke the system as accessable as possible with the minimum of
training.
3.1.1 ART-l
Professors Nash and Williams (1970), of the Uni\lerst~y C)f New Mf,!xico.1
devised a programca 11ed ART-1. The progra.m was iot.ended asa
teaching device to allow art students to produce simple complIter
graphics. ART-l was implemented in batch mode. the res.ults of a run
being o[Jtput onto a lineprinter. .Tonal value.s couldbell1odulated by
the olJerprint,ngof userselededcharacters. It is possible to
ove.-print two characterst this being achieved by the specification of
the deSign in two arrays whi en are merged at the output stage.
The system consistsofa number of subroutines wMch. implement
functions such as those forgeneratin9 a line. a triangle or an ellipse.
The artist controls the program by commands which ate input to the
system on cards in the form of numerical codes. Later Professor
Williams (1971) extended the system, renaming it ART-2, t,o include
improVed .shading facilities, figure 11, A humber of statistical
functions can be employed by the artist to control the distribution of
the characters overprinted in a shape.
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ART~l is very restricted in the facilities it provides for the
generation and manipulation of images. The artist is restricted to
Using a set of basic graphical forms (e.g. rectangle, circle, ellipse)
with no functions which permit the run-time control of image generation
and manipulation. In effect the set of cards the user inplItsto the
program represent an explicit geometrical description of the design.
Taking into consideration that the system was designed as a teaching
aid it is clear th(lt the authors felt that the less the art. student
needed to know about the computer and programmingit~ the better.
Thi.s theyatt~mpted by the use of two techniques. The first.simpl ; fies
command input to numerical codes which reduce the actual cneracters .used
in the design specification and thus the artist has tb write less.
Also complex shapes are provided as primitive commands which makes it
Possible to define a rectangle, for example~ with onecollJlland rather
thcHlf()ur line commands. In this way the mnnber of commands required
to define a design can be reduced.
Unfortunately, these techniques only reduce the input to the program,
they do not guarantee ease olUBe or 48ef~i.~nea8. The necessity of
desCrib1nga picture in terms of numeric codes is both unnatural and
clifficult to master. There is, for example, ne natural logicfbr
aSSociating a particular action (e.g. draw line) with a particular
nUmber. Furthennore,. a users program is difficult to debug because
the logic of the structure is not obvious from the language (numeric
COde$) used to define it. The use of complex primitives also presents
probl~ms. An analysis of the works of various artists would not
reVEli,\l Cl repertOire of shapes common to them all. The emphasis on the
9.eneration of designs from al"epertoire of shapes makes it difficult
for ah artist to useART-l to .generate and manipulate more personal
structures.
3.1.2 PLAO - PROGAMMING LANGUAGE FORAR.T AND DESIGN
PLAO, developed by R. Saunders (1973) is essentially an extension of
ART-l. It uses the basic functions of ART-l whilstilllproving the
COrtlTJCll1cJ language. Implicit in the design of PLAOis the assumption
that artists are ullililling to learn standard programming languages.
W.Qilst this may be generally true it should be poin~ed out that much
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computf:!rart has been generated by artists proficient in one, or more
prQgl"amning languages. This is not intended to imply that standard
prograrrrning languages are appropriate for the artist but it does
ihdicate that he is capable of handling ~ high level of prograrrming
difficulty .
.When considering the criteria for the .designofa ~ystem for artists,
Saunders observes that the usual means of specifying a system by
r~ference to a "here is a computer. what do we want it to dol. survey
lSinappropriate. The reason! he believes, results from the artist's
attitlJde to new media~ which is not to see itintenns of what he already
does (i.e. I do this and the computer could do it just as wel]) but as
something to be explored and examined; its possibilities. emerging from
this examination. This argument suggests that from the outset the
artist must b~ able to explore computing. Saundersprop~ses an
a,~aptive ~'y'stemresponding to feedback from the artist and Reing
e)(tendable and open to change.
PLAD is divided into two parts. OPTION, the firstpart,allol'Js the
specifi.cation of output device and {rames;ze. The second part.
DESrGN~accepts sentences, consisting of a noun phrase and any number
Of Verb phrases, defining graphic components and their arrangement.
liThe tYpe of sentence", writes Saunders. "that can be used is very much
1'k·1 e those that would be spoken over a telephone to another person who
isreproduc;ng the deSign by following tnstructtons". The interpreter
ighoresredundanci as, and recognised words used tn thewrongicontext
an<l.assignG default values in the event of .tncomp lete-sentences.
$aunders has also provided facilities for extending the command language
a,nd the functions it supports. In general, this wouldfl9tbe under
user COl'ltroh although in theory if a user can write FOR1RAN.programs
then he could extend the system.
The command language of the PLAO syst€ffi is an improvement on theART-l
~Ystel1l ina number of important ways. It approximates more closely to
english·written text and consequently is ea.sier to.rememberand is also
selfmdocumenting. The redundancies in the langU[igehowever.dis9uisean ,.... . .. . . .
.. . lnflexible command syntax ami the length of the inpu;tstrings
i~ct'eases the likelihood of input errors.
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More seriously t the command processor always attempts to complete1or
mOdify a sentence in order to generate a syntactf cal ly correct
sentence. This kind of facility has to be used with the greatest of
caresihce the cOlTlTland processor may produce a set of actions different
to those intended by the user when he sped fi ed the program. Thus
althOugh the program may run the results will be different to those
expected. In this case, the user finds himself with a program which
W()rks but does not dO What he expected it to do. Debugging the
program, therefore becomes verydifficu1t beceuse the results do hot
accurately reflect the source program.
3.2 USEFUL SYSTEMS
IIUseful" systems are characterised by the flexibility of image
generative and manipulative facilities provided in comparison to the
rather limited capabilities of the "easy to use" systems described in
section 3.1.
3.2.' SPARTA
tes1ie Mezie (1969) has defined the design considerations of SPARTA
as:
1. A data format which does. not necessitate a mathematical
representation of pictures; so that arbitrary line drawings
of any complexity may be handled.
2. Inclusion uf features normally ~vai1able to graphic designers.
e.g. line thickness.
3. Convenience to users.
4. Ease of use and learning.
5. Ease of addition.
The language has been implemented as a package.of FORTRAN subroutines,
and programninginvolves the specificatiQl10faseries of CALL
sta.tements.
The data structure representing a drawing has Va.rious levels with a
lip .
OH'~" at the lowest Ievel , proceeding upwards through "curves" and
"p'. lctures". A "curve" is a collection of "pofnts" which define a
line and a "p'icture" is a collection of "curves", A "drawing". which
only exists in graphic form when output on a graphical device, is
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c.9ll1POsedof one or more Hpictures" all contained within the same uframe",
Pictures can be input explicitly by using cards or generated by program
~a.11s.which include standardshapes such as ctrc le, ellipse and spiral.
The basic manipulation routines include those for moving a picture,
alter.ing its size. rotation and mirror image. A transformation· routine
allows any subroutine written bya user to be applied to the rectangular,
or POlar co-ordinates of each point of the picture. Facilities for
the random distribution and distortion of pictures are also provided.
MeZie ..does not elaborate on ..how his system meets his design criteria.
~resumably he believes that they are met impl icitly by the use of 8.
FORTRANcallable subroutine package.
3.2.2 PICASO
.l1te PICASO system produced byJ. Vi nee (1979) of Mid.dlesex Polytechnic
is essentially a package of FORTRAN callable subroutines an~ functions.
Thep.ackag8 is large. consisting of over 100 subroutines and functions
categOrised in terms of contra 1 of the sys tern, I/O, pl otti n9, obj ect
and~hapegeneration,shape manipulation. shape analysis~ special
effects and general functions. Thesystern is not easy to use;n the
sense that learning the purpose of the various fUnctions requires
substantial effort and .61so a has ic unders tandi n9 of FORJRAN.
3.2.3 EXPLOR
~hother FORTRAN based package is the. EXPLOR1angu.age (Knowlton, 1975).
Thelal19uage is iTltendedforgenerating two-dimensic;>nal patterns,
designs Md pi ctures from EXPli citly provided two-dimensional fatterns,
hoeal operationsahd .Randomness. Designed by Ken Knowlton, of Bell
Telephone Laboratorie~,itWOLild seem to be a natural development of
his earlier efforts in picture processing.
llle output is to a line printer .and up to three overprints are possible
PrO~Ucing a four levelgrQyscale. From the prograrrmers point of view
the system consists of a number of FORTRANcallable functions and
Slibroutines. To use these effectively the user needs to l¢arnagood
deal of FORTRANincluding subroutine CALL, GOTO, assignment, DO loop,
logical IF statements, and the use of arrays. Knowledge of the.se
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$tatements gi ves the user more scope for defi ni n9 processes than
SPARTAalthought of course, more learning is required.
The user is asked to imagine the Interna l ly stored picture as a
140X 1.40array of picture cells, each holding a digitO, 1.2. or 3.
At the begihning all cells have a value of zero and the language allows
the contents of the cells to be manipulated ina variety of ways.
KnowHQn Writes of the system, "Scientific and 3.rtistic applications
include the production of stimuli for visual experiments, the
dehj ·t·,
t'.C 11)0 of visual tlphosphenes" such as moving checkerboards and
stripes. and picture processing. The system·may be used to simulate
a variety Of two-dimensional processes and mechanisms, such as crystal
gr6wthandetching, neural (e.g. retinal) nets, random walk, diffusion,
atl~ interactive arrays of logic modules".
3.3 THECPNFLICT BETWEEN TH~ EASY TO USE AND USEFUL
SPARTA, PICASO and EXPLOR are more powerful than ART-l and PLAD and
havegaihed some popularity. In each case the increase in power ts
gained at the expense of accessibility. The design(;!rshave comph~mised
eQ8e0f' use forttsefulnesc. The systems makeH possible for the user
t09~nerate and manipulate more complex visual ideas but. are not
di.rectly access ibl e.
Orltheother hand, tbedes iqners of PLADand ART-1 attempt to provide
ClsYstemwhi ch is accessible but by doing soconceed l.(sefulme88.Tor
f:!qtJ:eofU~h? All the systems discussed so far fail to produce abal...ancebetweenease of use and usefulness.
Th ... .... .
eeal1tr>.of U8e approach adopted by the designers of ART-l and PLAO
aims to simplify the nan-nachine interface. This is especially
illlPorta.nt if the facility is intended for use by artists who have no
previous experience of the computer and no idea of its possibilities.
Inother.words, if you hope to be able to say uhereisatool called
ilC()(nputer art system far you to use. now sit down Md use it'l, In
thfScontext getting the man-machine interface right is pertinent,
Since a tool that 1S too difficult to use Will probably be .substituted
for onewhfch is tried and tested, and the system will fall into
disuse.
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ART-land PLAOfail to provide w1e!ulsystemsfor the artist because in
~rYing to make the sys tern easy to use the des igoers restri et .the
~rtistto dOing simple things. Although an artists approach t.oa new
1;001may be t.entative at the outset, once its possibilities have been
reCognised the tool will be used with purpose and must be flexible
enough to serve that purpose. ART-l and PLAOarecertainlymdre
~ccessable than systems like PleASO, SPARTA and EXPLORbut they are
So restricted in what they allow the artist to do that their "easeof
USe14s" . .... .'··erves no practical purpose. PICASO.SPARTA and EXPLORon the
Qtherhand, require a level of lInderstanding of tpe computer which
makes them impossible to explore in the sense 1dentifiedbySaunders.
A Weakness of all the systems discussed, with the exception of EXPLOR,
lstheiremphasis on the prqvision of functi.ons which effectively
COflstitutea basic repertoire of shapes, such as a rectangle. a .circle,
ora horse in PICASO. Although this may help to r.educe:the siz~ of
ttH~users program by providing language primitives which are complex
Vi.sualstructures. there is no set of complex visual forms which can
be regarded as an appropriate description of the vocabulary of art.
Thus the sel ect ion of any set to be incl uded ina system is bound to
bearbi trary. The emphasis should be less on thedefi niti on of
fUhC,tlonsWhich generate specific shapes and more on the provision of
facilities for image generation and manipulation, definition of
processes and overall control of the picture making process. The
individual artist will know best what repertoire of shapes he wishes
to\generate and manipulate, if any.
one.ofthe problems which must be resolved in the design of a system for
artists is the interelationship between a systems ease and its
U81il!uln.esB. The structure of a system should bc!)uch that its "ease
()fuse"do.es not over restrict its "usefulness" and visa-versa.
3.4INTERACTIVESYSTEMS
A Hmitation of the systems discussed so far is that they are all
imPlemented;n BATCH mode. Harold Cohen (1974) writes pftne.art
ma.king process that, uWeassociate with it an elaborate feedbac~
system between the work and artist; and dependent upon this system are
equally elaborate decision-making procedures for determining subsequent
I ...'
mOVes' in the work", Batch systems increase the time between Imovesl
to. such a degree that the process of feedback is severely retarded.
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When the artist uses a batch system the tendency is for many moves to
be pre-defined at each run. Consequentlysuc.h systems are only
IJseful when the artist has Cl more or less clear idea of what his
objecti ve is and how it can be obtai ned.
Although interactive computing offers a more natural approach at
preSent few systems exist. CharlesCsuri (1974). of the University
of Ohio. has become increasingly involved in the development of
interactive systems. One such system can be used for producinQ films.
Or,-\wings stored on di.sk are used as data for an animation program.
A light pen is used to describe the path of movement of the Object
diSPlayed on a CRT. Several paths and objects can be described at
the same time. Parameters controlling speed, rotation and
transformation changes for each drawi ng on the screen are typed in by
the User. The movement of the objects along their various PClthsare
then displayed on the CRT where they appear' animated. Many
POsS.ibilities can be tried out in a short period of time.
Another of his systems can be used to produce sculpture. Two basic
proCedures are involved; one for generating XJ y, zeD-ordinates
Whtchrepresent a 3-dimens;onal form' the other analysing the form
for il. continuous path, 3 axis milling machtne,
A Unit cube is used to develop a 3~dimensi ..on~1 surface. The. art.ist
has the option to define the boundary curv~sonea.ch of 4 faCeS of
t.he cUbe. Once estebl ; shed the boundary curVeS. are apProximated by
~quations. Altern(ltively boundary curves maybe pre-defined and
read in as data to the program. Plotted views of the surface. with
hidden line removal, and as seen from any viewpoint may be produced.
When the artist is happy with the design theco~ordinates representing
theOQj act a re passed to programs that control miHi ng machines and
the final sculpture produced.
An this takes place interactively and although the forms which can be
m~nipul a ted are lim; ted the sys tern does ass is t the artist to make
decisions about a sculptural fonn by provjding representations which
~l1ow the artist to exper>ierlc~ aspects of the sculptural form prior to
l.ts manufacture.
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Interactive versions of SPARTA and PICASO have also been produced.
!<nown respectively .BS ARTA(Meze;, Zivian~ 1972) and the PICASO
INTERPRETER (Brad ly, 1979) they are a cons iderab leimprovement on
the original batch versions. ARTAis a conversational program that
allows the user to select functions from menu lists displayed on a
Visual display unit using a lightpen. If a selected function
req· ...Ulres .argl.lments these are input by means of a keyboard. The user
can also Use the l iqhtpen to input gnlphical data. The PlcASO
INTERPRETERis the impl ementation of a sub-set of the.PICASO functions.
COlTInandsare entered by the user vi a a keyboard and interpreted
imnediately. like ARTA, the picture under construction can be seen
develOPing on a visual display unit. ARTAand the PICASO INTERPRETER
suggest tha tmich of the ease of use problem can be resolved by means
Of .lnteractive techniques.
3.5CONCLUSION
The main. points which come out of this discussion may be summarised in
the fallowing observations which provide a pt"eliminary set .of guidelines
fby.thedesigh of a computer graphics system for artists.
1. Interactive systems are more appropriate than batch systems
because they reflect more closely the interactive nature of
the picture making process.
2. Essentially there are two problems. The first is concerned
with wh.at facilities a sy~tem for artists should provide,
the second is concerned with the iht~rface that.makesit
possible fQr the artist tomake useof these facilities.
The eaBe of ttse sys terns di scussedi n this chapter concentrate
on the inteff(lce.problem but do not.consider'whatthe
arti st does, or how he does it. The use:fuZSYS terns on the
other hand concentrate on the provision of facilities and
more-or-Jess ignore the interface. This .imbalance is
destructive in both cases. The ease OfU8~ systems are very
restricted in what they permit the artjst to do and
consequently once a certain level of understanding has been
achieved fall intodt suse. The u{3efyZsystemsareso
difficult to use that they tend to restrict their user
~opulatton to those artists wl10 are already corrrnftted to
using the computer; it is difficult to approach them With
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an attitude of exploration. Consequently for a system to be
attractive to a wider range .ofartists the two problems must
be solved simultaneously. The system must be accessible
and at the same time useful.
It can now be seen that the two interdependent prob 1erns, out 11ned in
the introduction, of the man-machine interface and the facilities for
Pictllregeneration and manipulation are central to this thesis. With
respect to the formerJ however ~ the computer can be programmed such
that its behaviour appears to display numancharacteristics which might
lead us to a redefinition of the interface as, for example, man-rcbot:
111the next cheptar-, before proceedring to the main issues of the thes'is ,
a humber of pOssible characterisations of the computer are described




l.t!.L£.HARACTER OF THE SYSTEM
Asstatedprev10uslythe questions involved in deciding what kind of
computer system to design relate, essentially. to two problems. The
ftl'st.probl em; s to decide what f'acf l itiesshould be provided and the
s~C()ridto.decide how the facilities will be made available to the
artist. The computer is different to. other tools in that in order to
Useilt we have to IttaH~' to it. This means that any facilitiesPt'()vided
bYa computer will be. employed by the user via a non- tri vi.al
conwnunication link, rather 1ike asking a person to perform a task by
instructions given over the telephone. In this sense, it is the
mechanism at the computers end of the communication link that controls
the tOols provided by the computer system. Consequently, the particular
.c!hQl"aotet' this mechanism presents will influence the kind of interaction
that takes place. The aharaater the computer system presents to theusercan be of many kinds; servant, partner or mentor.
4.1THE SYSTEM AS SERVANT
Galnesand Fat:ey (1977) write, lilt is helpfu1 toenvisagethecemplJter
system jn therel eof a (0; ckens ian) servant, cQurteous.ly guiding;;-and
h~lpflll, qUick to answer requests for information. often apparently more
alert :than the master, and yet ultimately knowing its placell• ThisVi .... .. .ew of .the system puts the user in control of the events which take
P1ace,the computer system does w~at it is told to do, nothing more.
This is in sharp contrast to Negt'oponte (1977), who argues that
<serVl1ecomputers are "compliant" thus allowing the user to perform a
ser;e$Of actions which might have been done better some other way,
tleversuggesting or-trying otheralterl'latives. In other wQrds, .a
compliant computer makes no effort to see the problem in different ways.
He illustrates this point with the following example.
"Two trains are a hundred miles apart, separated by a
str'etchof track. They start moving toward each
other at tWenty miles per hour. At the same time.
a bird perched on onaof the trains for some unknown
reason starts flying toward the other. at thirty
miles per hour. Upon reaching the advancing train,
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it turns around and flies back to the first,
whereupon it reverses its direction, back and forth
and so on. The question is: how much distance did
the bird cover, flying back and forth, until the
trains meet?"hA compliant computerll, Negropontewrites, "win .grind out the sum of
the series, and yet worse, probably will not interact with the user
in any way to expedite the sum. A more creative solution to the
problem is to take it out of th.e context .Ofspagand put it into
~. ObViously. or not so obviously, the trains required two and a
half hours to meet. We see at once that t~ebirdmust also have
fl·· '.. .. . .: . .... ..0Wn for two and a half hours and hencec()vered a distance of
seVentY~filJe miles", Negroponte is suggesting that the computer
shoulQnot be so singlerninded in obeying the user. rnstead it shOUld
be Clever enough to view the problem in different ways and advise the
User Of better solutions, or at least guide him towards them.
4.1.1 ALLOCATION OF FUNCTION
Anothe)~ of Negroponte IS er; ti ci sms of thesl avepa radi gm is concerned
~fth what he calls Upartitioning" and what (asofl (1979) calls
.allocation of funct ton", The table beloW is taken from Eason's
paper and shoWs the typical allocationoffunctionsbet\'ieen man anQ
COl\lputerbased on assumptions about excellence of performance.
~
(Man Poor)













The fact that the man and machi.ne appear to have complementary
characteristics has led some authors to speakenthusiast1cally of
the potential of man-computer-symbiosis. The idea being that the
computer can handle the routine tasks leaving the man free to
Concentrate on the creative aspects of the problem. Eason uses the
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table simply to make the poi nt that the computer t despi te the efforts
of workers in artificial intelligence. remains relatively non-adapttve
in ~Qntrast to man. He argues that the last lOyears of research has
110t led to a liberation of man's potential and "leaves us with task
performing systems that are no more adaptable than systems comprising
m~n and less sophisticated technology" (Eason~ 1979),
Negroponteargues that the fault is due to Upartitioning"which, he
Writes, causes a lack of redundancy of lasks> such thats"Wheneach
p~rty is. dOing that and only that ih which he, or she, or it, is
~Xpert; it premature sense of completeness ar-tses, and a premature
critical judgement is involved" (Negroponte, 1977). Eason believes
that in order to explain the lack of success in man-computer interaction
We must examine task characteristics. He identifies two task
characteristics of structure and frequency. The implications of
taSk frequency will be discussed in chapter 9 but task structure is of
interest here. At the extremes of task structure are closed and open
tasks. Eason characterises design aid and problem solving sy.stems as
haVing open task structure. Open ended tasks are best defined, he
Wfites,u ... by the characteristic that it is difficult to predict the
~Xact nature of the transformations to be effected". A t!}.sk is
considered by Eason, to involve the transfot'lllatior\Of inputs to
outputs Which meet goal requirements. From the-s tandpoi ntof the
sYstem deSigners such tasks pose avery difficult problem because he
has to predefine a system which is to serve something which cannot be
completely defined. Eason argues that because current methods of
tas.kanalysis concentrate upon the degree to whfch task closure can be
aSSumed it is easy to overlook. or underestimate, the openness of a
task.
Eason points out that the user is most Hkelyto provide the adaptive
component in a task performing system an~ is the.reforeasource of
oPenness. The allocation of functions assumes ..closure, in the sense
that certain aspects of a task are closed to the user (given over to
the COmputer). Unfortunately, we do not knOWhow important the
Various tasks are to the successful achievement of goals. It may
be that a1 though as person is not well adapted to performing a
speCific task. never the less success may depend, in someway, upon
the Person performing that task.
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Allocationing functions' to the man and computer, based on their
recogni$abl~ abilities means that we must have a good understanding
o.f t~e design, or task, process if the closure resulting from the
partitioning is not to be destructive. Clearly, the creative process
i~ not well understood and consequently the value of the "a'l locat ton
of functions" in this context is debatable.
N~9roponte avoids the problem of closure resulting from the allocation
()ftasks by default. He appears to eschew the conventional belief
that rnan is good at somethings and thecornputer is good at others, and
proposes instead that the computer can be programmed to perform the
tasks which appear on the "Man Goodll side of the "allocation of
function" table.
4.2 THE SYSTEM AS PARTNER/MENTOR.
Negroponte is well aware of the current limitati,onsand difficlJlties
Pf systems which are supposed to function as cr~ative partner:i. He
identifies three main problems with CAD systems; these b~ing timing,
the thwarting of creative leaps and paternalism. The problem of
timing is concerned w.ith the question of when you should provide hints
so as to augment. rather than thwart. creative activity. The problem
Of thwarting creative leaps he argues~should be resolved by ensuring
lithe sUspension of critical judgement in moments of collaborative
efforts to find that wh;chyou are looking for... Premature
intrUSion of judgement .abor'ts the ideas which could prove to be most
Yaluable" (Negroponte.1977). The last question, th,at of pater-nalism,
is Concerned with the way in which the computer reveals its
intelligence to the user.
NegrOPontebeJieves that the solution to these problems lies in the
idea of a personalised system. Work styles, he argues~ are
idioSynCratic and appear to become even more idiosyncratic the moi'e
creative the endeavour. Given that a persons work style develops
oYer a lifetime and varies from person to person the problem, he argues,
is how do we reflect these differences in the specific hardware and
SOftware of a CADsystem. Essenti ally the answer ts seen to be
s.ystetns which learn to differentiate between users in a highly
Personalised way. Negroponte's vision ts embedded in, and dependent
~pon. the development of intelligent machines. Before long. he
pbserves, CADsystems wi 11 emerge as, I,id; osyncre ti c systems of the
most ubiquitous sort, potentially the most widespread amplification
of creativity seen by mankind..... Such romantic visions are
important fuel for the daydreams of computer scientists and designers
WOrking on CAD" (Negroponte, 1977).
4.3CONCLUSIONS
Gaines. and Facey (1977) observe that a man adapting toa machine and
a machine adapting to a man produces an inherently unstable system.
Given the current state of the art both in terms of design process
research and machine intelligence the .kind of system proposed by
Negroponte is bound to exhibit instability. for the time being,
What he adVocates must remain a "romantic vision". A goal to aim for
perhaps, butane requiring a great deal of work.
Oil the other hand. the servant paradigm breaks down; n respect of
tasks which display openness. Eason (1979) points out that the most
likely adaptive component in the system is the user who, in order to
b ...
e adaptive must be able to interpret the task and select a method of
ei<ecution;and who as a result of previous task effort is also likely
to learn and change his approach to tasks. uAsaresultof these
factorsu, Eason writes, "even in circumstances where the task is
relaH velyunchangi ng, the demands upon a computer system m~y vary
lmpredictable because different users model the task differently and
any Single user changes his approach over time". This seems to imply
that to .cope with user openness the computer.system should be adaptive;
it should respond, to the changing needs and demands of the USer. If
this is the case we are presented with a dflellllla; we cannot do without
adaptive systems and yet there is not enough information available for
thes,Ystem designer to construct adaptive systems .whfch can function
effectivelY with the openness of creative design.
Andyet, it must be recognised that conventional artistic .media are
not adaptive. Oil paint, for example, do¢s not respond. to the user
inan active way and yet who could have predicted,
on its invention in the fifteenth century, that its use would result
in SUch a remarkable variety of paintihgs.
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.an paint is a medium which, from the users standp,oint has proved to be
hlghlYadaptable. Consequently, it ;5 not a necessary condition of a
computer system that in order to cope with open tasks it must be able
to change in response to the user. An alternative approach. and the
one adopted in this thesis, is to design a system in .which the facilities
provided can be adapted by the user so as to meet the requi rements
of hls task. The characterisation of the computer system which results
is.oheof a passive assistant who does only that which he is asked to
do, without interfering or advising; and then only because by the




J1!LOESIGN PROCESS AND ASPECTS OF PLANNI NG
It Every des ;9 n probl em begi ns with an effort to
achi.eve fitness between two entities: the form
ihquestion and its context. The form is .the
solution to the problem; the context defines
the problem", (Alexander. 1964)
rhecontext which defines the problem here is that of the design
process. The form representing the solution is, of course, a
graphics system. Thus an analysis of the design process (context)
shOUld help to define the requirementl to be met in the graphics
system (the form).
5.1 DESIGN PROCESS RESEARCH
DeSign process research needs to be distinguished from research
in methodsofsystematlc design. Design process research is
concerned with what the desig ner does whi 1st design method research
iScorkerned \."ith what he should, or might do. Cross (1977)
observes that"unfortunate1y very little research on design process
has beenconductedli• Cross reviews the work of a number of
WOl"kers( levi n) 0 uckman, Map 1as and Gregory )study inga rch itectura 1•
industrial and engineering design. This work is not direct1y
relevant because it is concerned primarily with aspects of three
dimensional design, whereas this thesis is concerned wi.th two
dimensional design.
Mallen (1974) argues that man has developed a sophisticated
ihterfacebetween himself and other natura' systems. this consisting
aiMs tools and technology. Two types of; nteracti on may take
Pl~ce; the first between the man and his environment and the
·secOndbetween man and the interface. Corresponding to these two
SOrts of interaction there are two sotts of de~i9t1 behavi()ur. The
fitst Mallen cal ls "feedback" design Which occurs When a need is
perceived and a design is executed to satisfy this heed. The
second sort of design activity is concerned with the operation of
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the 'Itoo'~technologyU interface itself. IIlnparticularu)he argues,
"lts aim is to create and extend this tnterface" ,so as to increase
the likelihood Of it being able to deal successfully with unforeseen
hazards·, He calls this sort of behaviour IIfeedforwardll design.
Plotting various design activities on the feedback/reedforward
dimension he .placesengineering and product design towards the
feedback end, and fine art and architecture towards the feedforward
end.
Certainly th(!(I,rtist and creative designer is not concerned.. primarily
with providing solutions to actual needs. Fashion textiles, for
example, is the result of a manipulation of the tool technology
interface which results in forms which exist before any need for
the,rn .isexpressed; it. is only when they "appear in the shops that
PE!OPledemand them. The artist is more concerned with inventing
PI"()blems rather than responding to them.
Most design process research has been conc;ernedwith the ufeedback"
eM. of design and as a consequence is not .useful fo.r making
inferen.ces about IIfeedforwardu des.ign. An alternative approach to
theproblemt which is adopted here, is to make; nferences from an
axaminat;onof the work of artists, and their writings.
5.2.ASPECTSOF PLANNING
Al'limportant requirement of the man/computer i.nterface is that it
sho.ul d be flaK; bl e enough to cope wi ththehighly idiosyncra,ti c
Working processes of art; s ts . One factor wh.ieh .contri butes to,
aM modifies, an artist's interaction with themedi.um is the .degree
of Planning which charac.terises his working process.
5.2. lPRE-PROGRA~ING
OVer the last fifty years an approach topicture.making has been
developed which is characterised by the use of generative procedures.
This movement has been particularly influential in Europe and
England. where it is championed bythe Systems group. Historically
the Work of the aYB terns arti.s ts has 1tsroots in. Construct; vi.sm
which dave loped ; n Russi a duri 1'19the fi rstql,larter of the 20th century.
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The Constructivists renounced all associationswtth the depiction
of natural phenomena and attempted to create an art of pure or
al:J8o'LUte form, figure 12. Us ing J ; n generaL a repertoi re of
geometrical forms the Constructivists constructed th.eir works. using
industrial materials such as metal, .glass, and plastic.
Ideologi ea lly the Constructi vi s ts were ; n sympathy wi th the workers
reVolution in which many artists were activelY involved. They aimed
to democratise art; to destroy its elitist, middle-class
associations and make it accessible to everyman. This led to an
industrialisation of art (not only in terms of the materials used
but ahoi n their cons truct ion )whi ch in turn led to a
depersonalisation of the pictur.e making process and the separation
of production and fonnulation. In this eVent the artist funct ionad
rather 1ike a designer by specify; ngaproduct Which might then be
produced by someone other than the artist.
Although> for different reasons perhaps, many of the ideas proposed
by the Construct; vists have rama; ned valid currency. The French
painter Francois Morel1et(1974) wri tesofhiswork, "From 1952
onWards I have been making useless,therefore. artistic objects with
the COnstant purpose of reducing toa minimu!TImy arbitrarydecis;ons.
I nave supressed composition, removed all interest in execution and
abov.eall I have applied rigorously systems which are bo.thsimple
~l1dQbvi OUSU •
Morell et isuse of procedures seems to bepr()mpte~by adas; re to
remove decfs 1ens that rn;ghtoc.curarbftrarfly.duri ng the product; on
Of a pi cture, Different a tti sts use syst~Ols ,or ptens , for
different reasons but inall cases they are involved in the pre-
P1annir')9 or pre-progralTltlingof the picture making process.
This invol vement in plano; nghas tended to locate this type of
artists interest in the process. Consequently an import:ant part
ofhls acti vHy is the sped fkation of procedures forgenera.tlng
art works. Jeffrey Steele, one of the founders of the Systems
group in England writes that HA works structure is a coherent stage
in an ordered sequence of operations each of which can be flexibly
eXpressed Within'determinaterules" (Systems.CataloQue, 1972).
In this sense the artist is a prograll1Tler,rather like the computer
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F·l&Ure 12.Tatlin, Tower or Monument to the Thh'd Ttltc+national 1919-20
Pt'ogrammerexcep t that he wri tes programmes for a human processor.
Ibis not surprising, therefore, that manY of the artists currently
USing the computer might be loosely described as system artists.
s..tYpe of artist. represents the e):treme case of Pl'e-~1'o(ll'a1ml'i1fg
the picture making process. Befor.e the artist begins
va acts he haspre·detennined whiit.thoseactionswill be ,
other and of the scale there is the artist who, when first
pen·.to paper, has absolutely no idea about whatwHJ follow
by the nature of th ings some marks will occur..
MOVING fREELY
approach t08tapting (in contrast to the systems artist who
the staPt and. finish prior to colTftlencernent)is best
by the working method of the Swiss $,rtist, Pau'l Klse
• who wri tes IIAn active line on a wal k, ll10vi og freely, Without
A walk for a walks lSake"~ figure l~. forKlee it was
tostart;events being allowed to takecar~ofthemselves.
methocl.starts notwfthpre-plal1nin9 but with a «:onfrontation
of the. artis t wi th hi s mediurn.Whilsta strategy
be9inning his approach in no. way prescribes the events that ·wi 11
we l11aypredict at least two confrontations between the artist
his medium~whicharecharacterised by th,edegree of planning
In the first case the confrontation marks the beQinning
a, Procedure driven interaction, the second the start of aneven:t
yen interaction. Put in a,oother way, the artist whopre"progra!M1es
flctivity is ab le to do so because he knows what he is 901 n9 to
Whilst the artistcClst in the KleemC)uld does not know (often
s a d~liberate strat~gy()f suppressing such ~nowledge) what he
going to do and is therefore unable to pre-plan.
these represent the extreme poles of a single planning
with aZZat one end and none at the other. Klee develops
sOpening remarks in The Pedagogical Sketchbook by observing that
IIalready at the very beginning ·of the productive art, shortly after
thE!initial motion to create the fi rst counter movement of
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reCeptivity, This means that the creator controls whether what he
has produced so far is goOdu• Once the creator begins to make
evaluative judgements about the work in progress control enters into
the process, guiding the interaction and makingp1anning possible.
5.2.3 PLOTTING THE PLANNING DIMENSION
If one is collect; n9 fl ewers one way to doi t is to follow a
p.rescribed plan. For example this plan mignt way. tlstart at
lQ~~tion At proceed west fifty paces and if there is a flower nearby
Piqk Hand then turn left •••. etc. II. Noticetha.t this kind of
Pl~nning iStonterneg with how to proceed. ltgutdesth.e producer
blltitdoes not predict the goal. Another tYpeofplanrling·is that
Which. is gOal oriented. If one wants to collect a specific bouquet
I)f flOwers the problem becomes one of defining the process intet"ms
Of th,e>goal. One might way that the first form of planning is
;V~ttaction) orientated whilst the second is goat. (object)
orientated. Both type of planning are Jikely to occur as part of
~hapicttJremakin9 process. Alternatlvelytlet's supposetrat one
.il$no procedures to follow and nosoaltoseekthenal.lomr can do
is to start. For exampl¢. one might justdrive>Outlnto th~ ;¢()untry,
park. the car, get out and start .collectingflowers. This is..'
~na19g0US to the method that Kleedescfibes. .AsKleepointsout,
aVingstarted the events which follow will sooobe tellJPeted~and
COOtrol1..ed., by the processors response .to the processed. However,
~he~mwatk should not: be considered simply as a·wayofstarting
1ntheabsence of creative ideas. Instead, it should be regarded
as a creative idea in its own right. The event andgoaldri yen
Pr.oceSsplaceconstraints on the interactfonbetweenthe creator and
thQ~bSect ; n progres s , Returni n9 to the probl em of collecting
fl9Wers,it is as if they provided blinkers for the.flower picker
to Wear. The bl i.nkers help to keep the floWer pi ck.~r on the right
Path by reducing his view of the worldJ an.dthe llkelih()odof him
nOtiCing more interesting but perhaps less well trodden paths, off
to his right or left. Thus the random waZk may be viewed as a means
Qf discarding the blinkers of a preferred path thereby revealing a
broader landscape. By making the decision to wander the flower
PiCker-confronts a world full of possible paths, some of which may
PrOVe to be unchar-ted and unaxplored. '.
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TYPt<:a.Jly the picture maki"9 process wi11be a combination of
wandering and purposeful act; vity. Writing of hi$ working process the
painter f:tatisse has this to say .. "Suppose I set out to paint an
tnter;or: I have before me a cupboard; it gives me a sensation
oired .. and I put down a redw.hichsatisfies me; immediately a
r~lation is established between this red and the white of the canvas.
Ifl put a green near the red, if I paint in a yellow floors there
1l14ststill be between this green, this yellow and the white of the
qanvas a relation that will be satisfactory to mel! (Guizhard-Meili»
19S7h figure 14. This quotation reveals a complex feedback process
between the artist and the work in progress. Frequently changes in
direction take place in response to the developing work. Someti.mes
these changes of direction wi 11 appear almost irrational with the
creator taking one step at a time :-
Why did you make that change?
Because I did.
But what did you see?
.! saw that it should be changed.
Well if you change it, what WaS wrong with
it before?
~thingt I tend to think one thing is as good
as another.
Then why change it?
Well, I may change it again.
Why?
Well t won1tknow until I do it. (Crichton, 1977)
At other times changes of. directi.on may be accompanied by planning.
WnateverelSe, the picture making process can be extremelycompl(!x
in its directional meanderings.
Thu~ if we add to ouraxls of planning a time axisJ the picture
tnaking process of .different artists (or even the same artist) might
Sener.ate, for example. graphs characterised' by straight lines (at
One extreme or the other) or meandering lines up and down the
Planning. axis. While the exact Qature of the planning/time graph
is not important here, clearly the fact that the plannin9 aspect
(.that is the nlJ1lberof steps that can be planned in advance, rather
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like moves in a game of chess} can vary considerably during the
creative process has important implica.tions on the desi9nofthe
il)terfacebetween the man and the computer.
At aneextreme we have thearti sf who knows what he wants to do
and is able to .descr-ibe his activity in a procedural way, Clearly,
the computer is going to be more accessible to this kind of artist
beca,use his working processes may be expressed algorithmically.
It.has sometimes been suggested that only the artists who knows
What he wants to do can make any use of the computer. Jasia
neichardt (1971) has written "with computer art, at least that which
is produced by the computer, the artist must know what he wants to
d.ou• However, this is not an tnccntreverttb le law it is rather a
consequence of limited resources. As we have seen~at the other
extreme we have the artist who doesn I t have an objective in mind
When he begins to work and clearly his needs are much more difficult
to satisfy because they are difficult to predict. If we want to
extend the creative use of the computer we must provide facilities
WhiChbridge the gap between the "knows" and the "dont knows".
tot' the knows, since they are ab1e to make plans a prescriptive
language is indicated; one which allows them to define procedures.
A~ illustrated before, these procedures win be of two kinds;
eVent orientated (action) and goal orientated (object) procedures.
The action procedures will control the execution of the picture
making process whilst the object procedures will generate particular
structure&. For the don'tknolJ8 an interactive language is
essential since each step is conditioned by the response to the
results of the previous steps.
Fat-the majority of artists the productive process is a combination
of knooing and not knou>ing. Thus at times he wi 11 b~ taki 09 one
step at a time and at other times leaps of varying distances. the
length ofa leap reflecting the degree of planning, or progralOOling,
undertaken. Consequently in order to bridge the plahning dimension
we can predict the need for an interactive language with a structure
Which permits the user to express various levels. and types, of
adVance planning.
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AS'indicated prevtcus ly, in the Matisse quotation, the picture making
Pt'()ceSScan be modified as a result of feedback from the picture as
it develops. In the next chapter the significance of the picture
ii,S it ts perceived by the artist wi l l be examined.
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CHAPTER 6
.'lliUMPLICATIONS OF THE UNCERTAIN IMAGE
The previous chapter argued tbat "wandering". that ;s to say starting
Without any preconceived object, is not a negative process but a
creative strategy. Essentially it is a devicefor mai.ntaining a
$tateof fluKwhich inhibits the tendency to make critical judgement
at too ear ly a stage in the c reat; ve praces s . I n the con text
d'l$Cussed previously wandering referred to a procedure; to how the
artist or deSigner proceeds. However wandering may also be shown
to haVe significance in relation to the perception of the object
b' . .e11)9 produced. In other words the artist may employ technlo,ues
which keep the perceived lmage in a state of flux, also. Furthermore
the perceptual ambiguity which results. from.indetermi nants t imul ii
can be shown to be an important aspect of creative design.
6.1 THE UNCERTAIN IMAGE
~to.stof us have experienced. at some time. foggy orm; sty weather
cOndi tions. Without such phenomena the thri 11er film waul d be
robbed of one of its most useful devices for creat ingsuspense.
The Scene where the hero, or heroine, is shown;n the middle of a
u
pea-souper" staring wide eyed into theswlr1ing mist trying to decide
Whether the indeterminant shape in .the distance is a man, woman or
beast~ is -conmonpf ace , It may be a c'l iche but it does .recognise
the fact that when the edges of reality are. at it .were blurred,
the Power of the imagination manufactures its own world.
6·1.1 lotANUFACTURING THE INDETERMINATE
Il'\real 1ife, of course, foggy weather may be merely unpleasant, or
eVen hazardous. After all, a world which appears ambiguous can
b~ frightening j we like the world to appear stable and consistentF .
01" the artist, however~ ambiguity and illusion maY be the source of
creative ideas and invention.
In writing of the technique called Frottage, .which he invented, Max





draWings by placing on them at random. sheets of paper Which I
undertook to rub with black lead, In ~azing attentively at the
draWing obtai ned, Ithe dark passages and penumbra I, I was. surpri sed
by the sudden intensification of my visionary capacities and by the
ha11l,1cinatorysuccession of images superimposed, one upon the other
with the pesistence and rapidity characteristic of amorous memories",
Here Ernst is describing the use of a procedure (one determining how
to proceed rather than how to aChieve an objective) which produces
lIlal"ksopen to various interpretations. During his lifetime Ernst
\:las to produce many techniques aimed at presenting the eye with
lJn~ifferentiated marks which the imagination could clothe with
SUbstance~ figure 15.
6·1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INDETERMINATE
In the above passage Ernst quotes leonardo Who was perhaps the first
artist to recognise the value of productive techniques Which keep
the image tn an indetenninatestateduring the early stages of
Picture making. Leonardo t s vskatches arecharacteri sed by Ipentimenti I t
a Welter of lines which shatter the integrity of the perceived image,
figure lP. Prior to Leonardo, drawing was. used mainly as the testing
ground for the picture composition or as raw material for the
details of a picture, The drawings of Pisanello,. for examp'le,
ft9lW~ 17~ are character-I sed by thei r preci sian; by the;r hard
~dgedquality. When the pen was put to paper. forPisanello it was
an act of COrmlitment; a fact rather than a possibility. Leonardo,
On the c:ontrary~ bel ieved that a drawing s.h.ould not be articulated
by means of precise outlines since .thts tends to prescribe to early
the finished picture, thus making it difficult for the artist to
mOd'.: 1fy hi S ideas •
GOl1lbrich(1966) in discussing Leonardo's use of the. sketch has observed
that for him the indeterminate rules the sketch asa means to
stimUlate the mind to further inventions. He cites an example which
Clearly demonstrates how a picture perceived by Leonardo in an
~lternative way provided the stimulus for a n~w composition.
Gornbrich compares the Neptune sketch (figure l8), which was produced
Whilst Leonardo was in Florence engaged on the painting of the
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. attleof Anghairill, figure 19. to the latter arguing that the figure
r"1S1n9 with upraised ann over a group of horses suggested the image
of Neptune drivi og his sea horses. As Gombri ch puts it, II In
searChing for a new sol ut ion Leonardo projected new meant ng into
the formshe.was in his old discarded sketches",
The fOllowing quotation (I~cCurdy. 1910) also reveals the value
leQnardo attached topercepti ens resulti n9 from the study of patterns.
III .. '. . . . . ... •
wll1 not refrai n fromsetti n9 among these percepts (Devlces for
Pa.inters) a new device for consideration which, although ltmay
~ppear trivial and almost ludicrous, is nevertheless of great utility
1n aro.usingthe mind to various inventions. And this is that if
.Y;U 1.oc* at any walls spotted with various stains of a miXture of
dlffe~~ritk' d·· . ... .... ~
.. ..,. .. 1n s of stones J if you are about tnfnvent some scene
YOUwil·' b .'1 ',.. e able to see in ita resemblance to vattous different
andscapesadorned with mountains.. rivers, ro(:ks,trees t plai ns ,wid ..•....
(!yal1eysand various. groups of hills. You wi11alsob.e able toseed'
lversecombats and figures in quick movement,andstrange
expressions of faces. and outlandish costumes. and an infinite
number of thi ngs which you ea n reduce .i nto separate and \'lell
CQnc'
. elVedfoY'ms. With such walls and blends of different stones
ltcomesabout as it does wi th the sounds of beUs. in whose cl ang ing
j!OUmaYdiscover every name and word that you can imaginell•
qkeWi . .. . . . . . ..,
flldete:' Erns t makes use of technl ques emplay' ngchanceto generate
1 ....•.••.1nate forms open tpalternatfve perceptual interpretations.
tt1 qsense. these devices present probl ems. ; n the form .of surfaces
\JeXt~red by marks. for thevisualseose to solve. A degree of
OC~rtaintY in the visual stimulus is important because it results in
~qn.YvequallY plausible perceptual solutions and thus promotes an
lrna' .
91natlVeexPloration of the image that may lead to novel
~nterpretations. Thi s stresses the creative significance of the
,"~ge {the marks on Cl surface) as a perceived object.
6.2 THE PICTURE SURFACE AS PERCEIVED OBJECT




eVident in earlier art (formal or structural aspects in picture
making have always been of interest to the artist) is a particular
featlJl"e of twenti eth century art. As early as 1890 the painter
Maurice Denis wrote, "Remember that before being a \~ar~horset a
nUde or some story or other, a picture is essent iallya flat surface
c~\'ered wi theo 1cured pigments arranged in a certa.i n .0 rder"
(<ailson• 1957). This statement is often regarded as the herald of
Qlllovementwhich was to transform art.
Cezanne, at the turn of the C19 developed an art fonnwhi.chstressed
the integrity of the picture surface. Whilst still dept cting
ob'Jects in 3D Cezanne managed to preserve the picture surface.
ParadoXically, when looking at his paintingsOne;sawa.re of'both the
SPiltij)ldimensi ens of ~he objects depict~dand tMreali tY,of the
marks on a two dimensional surface, figure20. During the next
fifty years the subject (i .e , the storYt the cbjectsdepicted) in
painting, was, more or less, discarded in favour ofa more abstract,
fOrmal art.
Tnesuprematists argued for an art of pure. form in which painting
Was campl etely free of subject matter. More recently artists
sUch as Stella and Morris have sought to. present the art work as
~nObject in its own right; subject presumably to the same laws
;~perCePtion as any other object confronted in the real wQrld,
/9ure 21.contemporary. developm~nts place the centre of interest.
Qr the majority of artists. squarelyonthefonnalandabstract
~rQPerties of the picture ". The processof abstraction ;n.modern art
as led to a greater recognition of the picture as a perceived object
:; itspwnright. Consequently, alternative perceptual interpretations
t'e tnepictureare more 1ikely to override th,e conceptual scheme
pres.ented by the mat"ks
6.3 ILLUSION AND CREATIVITY
The PSYChOlogist, Richard Gregoryls particular view of visual
~erteption has led him to study in some detail the nature of
1l1us'lons. Perceptiolls. he would argue. can be viewed as hypotheses
ii'ld the process of perception one of hypothesis~bui 1ding based on




iHUSfonsmay be regarded as errors. generated by misplaced
lhypothes is~buildi ng I and •hypothes is-se'lecti ngl strategies. "It
may be", Gregory (1973) wri tes, "that susceptibil tty to ill usion is
nec;essaryto being creative, for if we were controlled .directly by
sensed events .... we would surely be tyrannized by the here and now ~
irnprisonedbYWhat is. Artists. with their skill, somehow play
upon our potentials for illusion, allowing us to see and invent
new pos.sibi 11t ias. Perhaps. they a re extend; n9 in us what we
r04tinely do to See objects in the real worldn• So the artist
makes use of illusion to invent novel perceptions. But the artist
issub,ject to the same problems of 'set' thinking as anyone else
and. thus it is not easy for him to view the world in a different
Way, To do this the artist often creates techniques which generate
theynexpected, . producing undlfferenti-ated patternsopentoa
variety of interpretations; one might almost call them illusion
generators.
Gregory (1973) observes that, UAny perception clinging totally to
What was, must fail just so far as the present differs from the
past it represented. This can only be avotded by ccnt inual ly
inventing a fictional future - which must be partly novel and may be
true - if t l lus ioris of perceptual inertia are to be avoided. In
t~ese perceptual processes we may see the sources of d; scovery and
invention. Here also, we see the artist playing upon and evoking
Qur POwers to invent otherworlds", This is in agreement with
Mallan1s view offeedforward design which functions to extend the
tOOl/technology inter.face. We can now see that methods (like those
USed by leonardo and Ernst) provide the artist with the means of
aVOiding 'perceptual inertial by creating a stimulus that promotes,
in a Positive way, the imagination via the perception of illusions.
6.4 THE PICTURE SURFACE AND THE ARTIST
The source of the illusion and the centre of the artistls attention
is the Object in progress; the pattern on a surface. It is thi s
,concern with the picture surface as a perceived object that, in
general, separates the artist from the engineering. architectural
an~product dast gner.
E6
Drawings used by the architect, for example. represent the under-
lYing structure of the design and are symbolisations of conceptual
structures. When the architect generates and manipulates his
dr~Win9s he is, in fact, operating on the structures they represent.
Thus if he modifi es four 1;nes represent; ng a room he is..engaged in
tOom arrangement not 1ine arrangement. In this context the draw; ngs
may. be Viewed as an external memory which aids the designer in
manipulating the design. In this case the focus of the designers
attention is a conceptual framework that is represented in various
information structures, such as drawings.
ConseqUently) the architect responds to the meaning of a drawing
t'ather than its physical or perceptual properties. .This does not
imply that the architect is insensitive to the "aes thet+c" qualities
Of his drawings but it does indicate that they will, in the end, be
oVer-riden by the demands of solving the architectural design problem.
IncontrastJ it has been argued that for the artist the vagaries of
the perception of a drawing may result in the meaning attached to it
being discarded in favour of a new interpretation. Indeed it has
been suggested that an openness to the drawing as a source of
POSSible interpretations can be a significant factor in the artistic
P'r()cess. The fo1lowing chapter argues that the perceptual
unCertainty of pictures has important implications for the design of
computer facilities for picture identification and manipulation.
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CHAPTER 7
E1£LURE STRUCTURING AND. MANIPULATION
One area in which the computer can augment or at least assist the
artist is that of picture manipu1ation. For some time a picture
of the designereffortl ess ly moving design elements about on the
screen has been drawn in the literaturel indicating the advantages
Of the computer graphics system. Clearly there is potential here
i.f it is possible for the artist to manipulate and modify the
Pi.cture in progress more effectively than existing media then
computing begins to 100k a more attractive proposition.
The previous two chapters illustrated how tentative the artist can
bel both in terms of his worki n9 process and in the interpretation
Of toe picture as it develops. Negroponte (1977) points out that
there is general agreement amongst wt'i ters on creat ivity as to the
liJekyll-and-HydeU nature of judgement and imagination. which demands
thnthe critical mind be suspended lest it hinder the production of
ideas. A factor which plays a significant part in maintaining ideas
in a state of fl ux is the medi urn used by the arti s t to express his
ideas. For the artist must be able to change his mind about the
YlOrkin pt'ogress and if the medium is such that it will not permit
the mOdification of the picture then the statements hemal<es using
it can hardly be regarded as tentative. Even though ideas may be
tentative from the artist's standpoint an inflexible medium can be
Said to fix them for him.
consider for example oil painting; it is in facta very .good medium
for the expression of tentative ideas. Being slow drying it is
QlJiteeasy to erase or modi fy a pi cture by taking a rag or a pal ette
knife to. it. However, i.n genera'. such procedures for modification
arect'ude and may affect other, satisfactory. parts of the picture.
Thus to take a turpentine rag to an oil painting requires a certain
degree of courages inee it is quite easy to spoil the pi ctura, the
fea.rof which can inhibit tentative decision making. One tends to
Wqnt to be sure that the modifi cation will lead to improvement before
making it. Alsosuc:h procedures are negative since after an erasure
il large degree of re-generation may be required. If an artist
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d(!Cidesto move part of a pf cture then he must erase and redraw.
How much easier it waul d be if all he has to do is to pick up the
~ppropr;ate part and repos ition it.
7:1 ~TRUCTURING THEP[CTURE
:Sinceany man; pul at.ions of a computer generated picture that an
artist might want to perform must take p1ace indirectly (via a man-
machine interface) both the man and the machine must share a common
1l10~elt or structural representation of the display picture. Thus
.iJ the artist asks the computer to, "move this square to this position",
the computer must know (at some level of understanding) what 8square
is,and must be able to locate a particular square at a particular
location in order to move it to a new position.
In conventional computer graphics systems, picture manipulation is
,made Possible by facilities that the user can employ to communicate
his structural interpretation of a picture to the computer, figul'e 20.
E5~entiallY What happens is that he builds up a description of the
Picture inside the computer using the structural and pictorial
COoceptsthat it has been programmed, or designed, to understand.
In general, the displayed picture is then generated from this internal
I'epres~ntation of the picture. Typically. additional facilities
are provided (i.e. move a shape) with which the user can modify the
Computer's internal representation of the picture and consequently
alter the displayed. ptctura. There are two important points to
not.ehere: although the user may think that he is working on the
di$Played picture he is in fact operating on the computer's internal
repreSentation of it (we shall retlJrn to this point later); also
clescriptionprecedes visualisation which precedes manipulation.
for this reason the proCess of describing a picture to a computer
sYstem in this way is defined as "pre-generative structuring",
A number of examp 1es have been et ted (Ernst t Leonardo) of a strut ture
being perceived in marks after' they have been generated or found. We can
illlagine that havi ng peres! ved a new strllcture the artist may wish
to communi cate it to the computer • Whilst pl'e.-generative
8'tr'l.(otwing takes placep?fol'e the picture is generated (at least
in the mind of the artist) the structuring activity mentioned above
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occurSaft:ergeneration and is applied to a picture which has no
previously defined structure. Consequently, it is defined as
IIpost:'generativestructuring". Ernst (1948) described how he
perceived a Hsuccessi.on of contradictory images superimposed, one
upon the other-II, Consider for example figure23a which could be






There ~re. of course, many other possible interpretations of the
figure. The artist, in perceiving a new figure in one whtch is
a,lready represented in the computers memory may wish to restructure
it. Restructuring is d;stinet from post-gen(::l'ati?)e t!tT'?'wturiJzg
because although both are applied to a picture which has been
genera.ted, the latter involves the redefinition of a defined
structure whilst the former relates to a perceived shape \'/hich has
no previously defined structure. For this reason the latter is
defined as post-genel'ative "t'estrructuzPing.
7.2 EXISTING STRUCTURING FACILITIES
During the last fifteen years or SOl the principal devices for
interactive computer graph; cs were storage and refresh screens. In
the following pages the structuring faciHties provided by these
deVices will be examined and their success in terms of the structuring
activities described in section 7.1. determined.
7.2.1 THE STORAGE SCREEN
The storage screen is the simpler of the two devic.es from the point
,of view of its processing power. Also it is relativelY inexpensive
oy comparison with refresh displays. In brief, it operates by
intensifying a grid which in turn bombards the screen with electrons
which cause its phospher coating to glow (Newman, Sproull. 1973).
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Once intensified the image remains bright until it is deliberately
erased or until leakage>from the flood of electrons through the
COllector grid intensifies the entire screen. The storage screen
has no eff.ectiveknowledge of what ;sdisplayed on it. If the screen
ill)dgeis to be manipulated then the graphics system must have a
representation of; t ,If no in tarnal data structure ex; s ts then the
Picture cannot be manipulated. Few storage screens permit
selective erasure and consequently if any part of the displayed
Picture is modified the enti re picture must fi rst be erased and
~hen redrawn by tracing througn the updated picture representation.
This lack of selectiVe erasure has proved to be a major drawback of
storage screens in interactive graphic applications.
7:2.2 THE REFRESH SCREEN
The refresh screen on the other hand produces an image which quickly
fades. Consequently, in order to produce a stab le image the screen
most be refreshed (redrawn). This refreshing process must be
repeated around 30 times a second in order to avoid flicker where
the image appears to blink. The early refresh displays were called
"Point plotting d isplays " because lines were displayed as collections
Of points~ each point being distinctly visible on the screen \"hen
Closely scrutinised. This type of display was driven by the
.~omputer to which it was interfaced but this proved to beimpracti cal
b~cause the limited speed of computers restricted the number of
POints that could be redrawn without flicker. and also because the
c.omputer was dedi cated to the menta 1 task of dt sp1ay; ng the pi dura
When it might have been better employed, for example, interacting
With the user. Fortunately hardware developments solved these
In the first place the refresh display was given a
.certain degree of autonomy from the host machine by building into
the display a processor (often referred to as a display processor)
Which took over the functi onof d; spl ayi n9 the picture on the screen
b,y acceSsing a picture memory called a display file. This display
file is effectively a program for execution by the display processor
WhiCh exhibits many of the features of a conventional computer program-
it may for example include GOTOand SUBROUTINEtnstruct.ions
(NewlIlan. Sproull, 1973).
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The problem of image complexity was solved to some extent by
providing hardware for generating graphic primitives such as a line
or an arc. A vector might be. represented in a display rile as an
instruction containing a code meaning LINE and the endpoints of the
line. The informa.tion contained in this instruction is processed
by the display processor which passes the endpoints to the vector
·generator that produces the 1ine. Thus the dtspl ay fi le whi ls t
haVin~ instructions other than those for generating graphical data
also contains an implicit representation of the screen as, in general,
a set of 1inas .
An irnportant feature of the display file is that it can be structured
USing the subroutine and transfer of control functions mentioned above.
For e~amp'e, sets of display file instructions can be isolated from
each other us'ing GOTO instructions. When. the display processors
~tarts the cycle of refreshing the screen it goes to the top of the
disPlay file and examines the first instruction. This might tell
it to GOTOa location in the display file and continue processing
frarn there. The next ten instructions might be drawing instructions
which cause a circle to be displayed. At the bottom aT these
instructions there might be another GOTO which sends the display
proc~ssor to the next set of drawing instructions and so on, figure
24a. The display file, broken up in this way, is called a segmented
F' . . . .' '. . .
19l.lre 24 Segmented display file
o
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dis~lay file. Although the display file is, implicitly, a
repreSentation of the screen it is not usually directly accessible
to the User . In most computer graph; cssystems which use refresh
screens~the picture generated by the user 1s first built .up in a
qata,structure. The graph; cs system then scans this datas 1;ructure
to produce display instructions which it puts into the display file.
Consequently as the computer graphics system builds up display file
Segments (as prescribed by the user) it can keep a record of where
theY<start, and if necessary where they end .Given thi s knowledge
the segments in the dtsp lay file can be manipulated by the graphics
System. Forexamplet selective erasure can be achieved by changing
GOTa statements appropriately, figure 24b) causing a. segment to be
misS~d out of the refresh cycle, therebye causing it to fade and
disappear from view. Selective erasure simply means. that part of
a picture can bese 1ected for erasure without affect; ngthe rest of
the picture. In figure 24b the circle and triangle are unaffected.
Later it will be demonstrated that whilst the ability to structure·
th~displaYfile mak.es it possible to manipulate parts of a picture
it also results in an abstraction of the display picture which in
Some contexts is unsatt sfactory.
7.2.3 PRE..GENERATIVE STRUCTURING
Pre-generative structuring ;5 the structuring facility most easily
proVided;n computer graphics systems. In storage display systems
his proVided by data structure facilities and language operators
which allow the user to build pictorial structures. Likewise,
Similarfaci1ities are employed in refresh display systems.
7.2.4POST"GENERATIVE RESTRUCTURING
A_ e IJ II is. 6 Ft. ........__..,...,__....







In general J computer graphics systems do not permit dynamic
I"
estructuri 09· Typi ea lly res tructuri ng must be achi eYed by
redefinition.
Rather than modifying only those parts of the structure that require
if the old structure is replaced bYd new one. There is in fact,
no re.ason why existing structures such as figure 25.a. could not be
re~ tructured as figure 25. c. • Noti ce that a 1though. fi.gure 25. c.
has less components than figure 25.a. the number of vectors contained
fnthe components remains the same and furthermore they are the same
Vectors. Whilst transformations such as that from figure 25.a. to
figure 25.c., where the v~ctors remain unchanged, might be made
POssible by improving graphical data structures and the language
operators for manipulating them, transformations such as figure 25.b.
and figure 25.d. present a more difficult problem.
The reason for this is connected with the fact that in most graphics
systems the basic graphical primitive is a line (vector). In the
caSe of the refresh display this is the result of har.qware developments
aimed at solving specific display problems whilst with storage
disPlays the use of the vector as the basic graphical primitive
.provides a way of savt n9 computer memory. Whatever the reasons)
the reSult is that graphic system deSigners have tended to think of
.Pictures in terms of lines and so have provided facilities for
organising and manipulating lines.
Given a picture such as figure 25.a. this would probably be
repreSented by the endpoints of each vector. The restructuring
resolting tn both figure 25.b. and figure 25.d. cause the generation
Qf t;wonew vectors A£ and EB Which result from the division of the
'lector AB. If ABwas represented by its endpoints the vectors AE
and Ea would not exist in this representation. Thus it15 not just
a matter of reorganising the graphical information in the data
Structure; additional information must be generated which is not
t'ePreSented explicitly;n the data structure. In practise acqUiring
tl)h additional information proves to be difficult (if not impossible)
and Consequently fact 1; ti es for j-es tructuri 09 are not pro V;dad on
'lector based computer graphics systems.
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5 POST-GENERATIVE STRUCTURING
se post"":'gener'ative str'Ucturing is not poss ; b1e when usi 09 a
screen as a display. A picture ;s remembered. in a sense.
the storage screen but a computer graphics system cannot gain
to it. Therefore, ;·f the computer system has no representation
the picture and no way of examining the contents of screen. then
is nothing to which Jt can directly relate any structured
Ption o.f a perceived shape the user might communicate to it.
facilities for p08t-generotive ai;l"4Cturing are possible when
refresh di spl ays by process; n9 the display fil e. However,
the same problems which make pOBt-generative l'est'l'UctUl"ing impractical
apply in this case also. In short then, facilities whichal10w the
us.~r to restructure or apply a structure toa displayed image are not
~e.lleral1y available when using conventional displays.
7.3 THE LEICESTER POLYTECHNIC RASTER SCAN DISPLAY SYSTEM
The conVentional refresh screen is sometimes .ca.lled a random display
P~cause a picture is displayed in an arbitrary way dependent upon the
Qrdel" in which the lines appear in the display file. Consequently
thebeqm which is used to project the image on the screen can appear
to tt'averse it ina random way (up to draw ali ne here, down to draw
the next, 1eft to draw the next and so on). Raster scan refers to
that. a television picture is generated by abeam which scans
re screen line by line in an order which never dev;ates ;
starts. at the top 1ine and works fro", 1eft to ri ght, returns
the lefts:lde of the screen and displays the next line and the
Until the bottom line is reached, whereupon it returns to the
~op and repeats the cycle.
te:rscan display is the term used to describe a television display
connected to a computer. The raster scan display offers new
ities in tenns of the kind of pictures that can be displayed
n1anipulated. Random displays are primarily vector based and
~sa. result are not readily adapted to handling tone or colour regions
any textural complexity, unlike the raster scan display which has
potential for generating and manipulating colour, tone and highly
pictures because this is all within the scope of the
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standard television.
like conventional refresh and storage screens the picture to be
'diSPlayed on the screen is stored inside the computer ready to be
:processed by the raster scan display. A special processor inside
th~ raster display produces the screen image by process+nq the
on contained;n this display. or picture, memory. The
di$Play Rlemory of a raster scan display is. equivalent in function
,tQtnedisplay file of a refresh display. Like a refresh display
picture memory must be processed around 50 times a second to
prevent the pi dura fl icker t ng. Currently a number of techniques
(NeMnan, 1978) are being employed to represent a picture in the
~isPlay memory. The method adopted for the Leicester Polytechnic
raster scan display is ca11ed Cl bitmap. In a bitmap every point
POSition on the screen (the screen appears~s a matrix of dots) is
repreSented by bt ts of memory. Consequent1y it is. a map of the
screen matrix in which the physical state of each screen point
(e.g, brightness) is recorded by bits of computer memory (sic
bitnup). In the simplest case the number of bits per point is
'()n~ \O/harethe number of poi nt s ta tes that can be represented ; 5
'tWo; for sixteen levels of grey, four bits per point would be
reqUired. At present, the Lei cester Po lytechni c raster scan graphi cs
diSPlay bitmap has one bit per point and two states each bit can
take are used to represent black and white. The display is
~onnected to a POP8 mini-computer which can read from and write to
the bitwap. Many raster scan displays do not permit information
be. read from the picture memory by the host computer. later,
t.Ol'ead from the bitmap wiTl be
1" a Vector based system (whether it be raster scan. refresh or
Storage) the graphical information is an abstraction of the screen.
el<~mple. the display file ofa refresh display only contains the
b . lines; those parts of the screen which are not Itbrightened"
'/ its beam are not represented in the display file. Even the
<lrawn" lines are only represented symbol iea lly as endpoints
nates. In genera', when using a graphics system the user
interacts with the computers internal representation of the
• although he may think, subjectively. that he is operating
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on the actual screen image. However, in cases where the user is
w()rking on what he sees in the displayed image a mismatch may arise
.getween what is perce; ved and the computer's interna1 representation
of the pi cture. As demonstra ted, the; nformat; on contai ned ; n
Vector based representationsQf pictures does not lend itself to
PO$t-'getlC2'aUt>8 sta'Ucrtl,U'in.g and l"estt'Uc:tw>ing and therefore the
user and the computer are often unable to resolve mismatches.
Earlier in this chapter it was argued that the medium used by the
artist is an important fa,ctor in determining the ease with which
tentative ideas can be explored. The inflexibility of vector based
computer graphics systems with respect to picture structuring makes
it~xtremelydifficult for the artist to adopt a tentatiVe attitude
t9the interpretation of what he sees ;n a picture.
The a1terna t'ive methods for represent; n9 the picture for the ras ter
scan display avoid the expensive memory requirements of the bitmap
by what are basical1y data compression techniques. Consequently
they have the same disadvantages as the vector orientated refresh
and storage displays. However. since each memory location in the
bi.tmap has a one- to-one correspondence wi th a poi ot on the screen
it provides a representation of the picture which is much closer to
What the User sees. For example, if we regard "drawn" shapes as
blaCk and the Uground" as white, unlike random displays, the "qrcund"
Parts of the picture are represented explicitly in the 'bitmap.
Also by using a bitmap it is possible to treat the point as the basic
9raphtcal primitive. Unlike the display file of a refresh display,
the bitmap is not highly structured. It can be viewed simply as
iHnatrix of points some of which are black and some white.
Whereas ina display fi1egraphical information is grouped together
into segments. pOints in the bitmap are not grouped in this way.
tl) a refresh system the groupi n9 together of graph; ea 1 informa ti on
takes place as the display file is being added to. Once grouped
tOgether in a certain way it is difficult to restructure. the display
file. Earlier it was arr9ued that this is partly due to the fact
that conventional graphic displays do not store sufficient information
in their internal representation of a picture for it to be easily
re"interpreted. However. a bitmar>, since it contains a lot of
Potentially useful informat.ion about the display~d picture and is
l1otOrdered in any way which might make extracting such infonnation
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I'!SpeCia11y difficult, offers considerable scope for the USe of
procedures whieh, by process; n9 it di rect ly, can be used to extract
~hapes percei ved by the user.
7.4S0HE BASIC TECHNIQUES AND THEIR USE IN POST-GENERATIVE
STRUCTURING AND RESTRUCTURING
In this section a number of basi c techniques that process" the bitmap
directly are described. They can be employed to erase move and
cop,yaclass of shapes without the need for them to be represented
previously in a data structure by the user.
Given a close shape such as figure 26.1. it is possible to fill the
shape in therebye arriving at figure 26.b ..
...
J:'igure 26 (11-)
inis can be done by proces si n9 the hi timap di rect ly and without the
needior the shape to be defined in any data-structure. The
P.rocess can be illustrated in the following way. A farmer wishes
to clear an area ina field of grass. He does this by first cutting
thegY'ass to form a boundary (i .e. the boundary forming the inner
'Nh1teshape in figlJre 26.a.) around the area to be cleared. He then
rnovesinto the area and selects a blade of grass which he sets alight.
Thts blade sets fire to its nearest neighbours, which in turn set
fire to their neighbours and so on. In time the fireeogulfs the
~t'e~ movin9 outwards to the cut boundary whereupon the absence of
neighbouring grass causes the fire to burnout.
"nalgorfthm based on this idea (Appendix 1) has been developed
~htCh will fill any region in the leicester Polytechnic raster scan
dts 1.p ay system which is completely surrounded by its complementary
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tone. The white circular shape A in figure 26.,a. is completely
bounded by points of complementary tone (black) and could therefore
be transformed into figure 26.b. by the fiLting-in routine. The
',feature of this procedure is that it achieves the fiZling-'I:n by
P'rocessing '(which involves reading bit values) the bitmap which it
modifies as it proceeds. '='urtherfflore it is! feature of the h'i-tmap
that term; nates ; ts act; vi ty (i. e. the camp1ementary po; nts which
bound the shape be; n9 fi Hed) . There are. .cf course. hazards in
USing this kind of procedure just as there are for the farmer-, tn
the analogYt who cuts a firebreak to contain and control the effect
of his fire. If the farmer accidentally leaves a path of grass
which connects the grass within the firebreak to that beyond the
firebreak then the fire will spread along this channel and set the
whPle field ablaze. Likew;set if the shape to be filled ts not
~ompletely tso lated by complementary points the effect of filling-in
~an be disastrous.
Earlier it was pointed out that in conventional graphics systems
the Picture must first be given a structure before any manipulations
can t;,(: performed on selected parts of it. Clearly, if the user
must first describe to the computer the structure of a picture ;n
Order to operate on it then he must kno\'1 beforehand what he intends
to generate in order to assign it that structure. fUrthermore if
haVing communicated the structure of a picture to the computer,
re-structuring proves to baout of the question then the user must
haVe a clear idea of how he intends to manipulate the picture which
must be considered when defining its structure. Obviously, with
these constraints the user cannot afford to be tentative in his
approach. Often systems are designed so that the explicit require-
ment: of defining a pictures structure as one goes along is concealed
from the user. For example* some architectural systems anow the
deSigner to construct the plan of abuilding by selecting from a list
Of bUilding el,ements such as walls, windows and internal parts.
As the architect selects and locates elements the computer graphics
sYstem enters them into Cl data structure. Thus the architect is
able to manipulate structural elements,such as windows, if the need
tlrises. In this case the user does not himself specify the
Structure of a pi cture; the computer sys tem does it for him. In
order to do this many assumptions must be made about what kind of
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~trllctures the user wi 11 def; ne a nd how they wi n be rnan1pu1a ted.
If these assumptions are wrong or incomplete the architect may
sUddenly fi nd that he is not permitted to changs his m;nd or perform
a Specified operation. Consequently, although the architect may
regard his decisions as tentative he will discover, to his chagrin,
that the computer regards them otherwise.
The fUting-in process illustrates that it is possible, using .a
~iWzap raster scan display, for the user to manipUlate a picture
MJthout having tof.irst describe its structure to the computer •
~hus manipulation can precede description. Here then is an
instance of a fac; 1ity whi eh allows the user to keep an open m;nd
!lbout·the picture he is working on; one which allows him to
Illanipulate a shape as it is recognised.
7.4.2 t40V I NG AND COpy I NG
Jnasense the fitti'l1(}-,:n procedure can also be said to recognise
oShape belonging to a certain restricted class of shapes. Since
qll the poi nts compr t sing a shape be; ng fi 11ed are exam; ned by the
f"iHinO-in procedure it is a simple matter to modify the routine
to record them. The modified .r~iUing-inroutine now provides a
Wa,y of ext1>actin{ja. shape from the bitmap and thus becomes a
feciTi ty for post-:S(lnemtive StlTUCtU'!'ing ; a way of descr-ibing to
the computer graphi cs system a shape percei ved by the user in the
Picture. Once an internal representation of an identified shape
has been generated it is possible to move or copy it to a new
location. The process of moving a shape is illustrated in
figure 27. In the first place. figure 2l.aqa. point in the shape
is identified by the user. This gives the fi"l.J-ing·,+o routine its
Starting point and it then extracts the points comprising the shape,
figure 27.bq at the same times effectively erasing the shape.
Finally, the remembered shape extracted from the bitmap is.redisplayed
ala new user defined locations figure 27. c. . I tfo 11ows from
this that copying can be achieved by displaying the remembered shape
utbothits old and its new location.
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J.4.3SELEcnVE ERASURE
Fil1.1ng"in can also be viewed as erasure. For example, if a black
on a white ground was filled in then it would be effectively
Erasure can also be achieved by .simply turning off pOints
the bitmap which are on (this is analogous to using an indian ink
Used in conjum;tion these two methods prov; de a powel'ful
veerasure rnechani sm. Lets say that for some reason the user
to erase the roof of a house in figure 28.a.which has not
. defi ned as ha vi ns a structure. One way of doi n9 thi s
1$ to first isolate the portion to be erased, figure2fLb. by
~illJPly turni n9 the appropri ate poi nts off. The roof can then be
USing the fiHi'YlfJ-in routine. The same process can be used
mOVing and copying shapes connected to other shapes. For
ri . lA)
9ure 27 Moving a shape
.,.. o. . .
exampl .. e, 1nstead of eras in9 the roof ; t could be moved to a new
POSiti on. Photographs illustrating the usc of these basic
1="
. 19Qt'e28 Erasi ng part of a shape




THE BITMAP AS A SOURCE OF PERCEPTIONS
by using procedures that examine and modify the contents
thebitlllap it is possible to erase, move and copy shapes which
been predefined by the user. These are all f'ecf l ities
which are only available to the user of a conventional refresh or
display system if he has fi·rst described the structure of
to be manipulated to the computer. Itisalso clear that
provide facilities which in cOnventional systems require
P.98t-gen¢l'ative 8troctt.a'''ing or veatrnotul'ing.
As the internal representation of a picture, in a conventional
'(:9mputergraphics system. is built up its parts (which might be
,aline, a square of a window) are identified as distinct elements.
SOfllesystems allow differentlevels of parts to be identified;
th~s a square might be defined as four lines. The user can then
rerer to the square or to individual lines within the square. At
thEllevel Of "square" the individual l tnes are related but at the
level of ·'line" they are not. It is this notion of the picture as
collection of parts possessing different levels of comp lextty and
bOl.md.together bya variety of relationships which makes it
ate to describe it as having a structure. In this context
1!a8t-generat'ive St1'UCtul"ing and I'estl'Uotur>ing imp1y processes of
reo.rganisation resul ting in non-tri vial transformations of the
strUctural description of a picture.
8,ycontras t, the bitmap» whi eh can be treated as functionally
eqUivalent to the structural representation of a picture in a
ConVentional system, has a structure in which all the parts (points)
~.Xist at the same level and are not grouped together by special
\relationships. It is interesting. therefore, to observe that when
Snqpes are erased, moved or copied this does not involve structuring
0)' restructuring the "b l tmap", Thus after a "move", for example,
the state of some bits have been modified but the structure of the
c.n't!.nqpremains unchanged. Consequently it no longer seems .appropriateto CQntinueregarding the manipulative operations described in the
i.preceding sections as involving post-genel.'ative stroctuJling .or
~e8tr>uatumng.
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:Atthis pOint a useful distinction can be drawn between the data
structure of a convent; ona 1 computer graph ics sys tem and the bitmap
,as representations of a displayed picture. The internal representation
a ConVentional graphics system can be regarded as the computer's
on, in a sense it's peroeption, of the displayed picture
visual. stimuZus). Consequently when the users perception
~he displayed picture differs from the computer1s, it becomes
to change the computer's p(JPception of the picture. It
already been argued that the structure of the computer's
Pe'k'ception. with its limited store of pictorial infonnation makes
Certain changes practica11y unfeasible.
Ol'rt'.".'he ,other hand, the IIbi tmap" can be regarded not as the computer IS
l'J?tJaeption .of the picture but as its visual .stimulus; as the sourceof .. tts perceptions. To erase, move or copy a part of the pi cture
C~nnow be seen as a process of modifying this stimulus which may
inVOlve certain powers of recognition. For example, when a shape
is mOVed the computer has to build a secondary representation of it
and to do this it must ther~fore be able to pel'aei'Ve the shape in the
bf.~trlO:f? By taking this view of the '·'tmarl' the problem becomes
!lOt One of reorganising (structuring and restructuring) a complex
Structure, or peroept;ion,> but one of recog nising patterns
(~E1l"Ceptions) in, and manipulating a data field, or visuat stimuZus.
In the context of interactive graphics the computer's powers of
recognition and manipulation are not an end in themselves but the
'".eallSby which the user achieves his purposes. Thus we should
e~Pect thec:omputerls powers of recognition to be complementary totho
>$I! of its human counterpart. In other words the user will want
to be able to talk to the computer about what hesEaeain his own
terms. In the chapter Which follows facilities are described whi.ch




we think we see turns out to be an illusion. One
~orrrnonexamp1e of this is the illusion of water onthes urfuce of
~.roadona hot sumners day that is caused by the refraction of
H~ht rays as they pass thro~gh heated layers of air close to the
leVel of the ground. The picture is perhaps the most extreme
eXample of an object that causes us to see things which are not
:onsfstent with the physical characteristics of thest;mul us,
H~ever convincing the portrait of a friend, or a landscape is, if
Wetry to talk to the fri end I or pick a leaf from a tree then We
ar~ bound to be dtsappot nted , What we see does not. stand up to
~losescruti ny. The ki nd of actions we might perform; n response
~o the real objects depicted in a picture quickly reveal their
lnCOITJpleteness. A picture might deceive a bird, as did Zenxis I
paillting of grapes (so legend would have us believe) but a man is
to be fooled for long. And yet the fact that we know a
Picture isa representation of the real world on a f1atsurface
does not prevent us from seeing; t as objects exiSt; n9 ina three
dimensional space. Gregory (l970) has described the state of mind
WhenVieWing pictures as suspended belief. We allow ourselves to
believe, fora time, tn the reality of the pictured objects and
ly the brain pieces together the marks on a two-dimensional
SlH'face and manufactures a three ..dimensional space. Thus whilst
Maurice Dennis .was correct to,ass~rt that before anything else a
Picture is a collection of marks on a surface, typically what a viewer
~ is much more, In fact it is extremely difficult to view marks
ona two dimensional surface as just that. ' Almost involuntarily
webe9in to pick out objects and organise them in a wor ld of their
OWfljust as Ernst did to such creative effect ,
In the prey; ous chapter itwas argued that the problem of providi ng
faCilities that allow the user to manipulate a picture can be viewed
QSone of recognising shapes in the bitmap identified by the user,
ttwas al so pointed out that to be successful in this respect the
~Otnputers po\"ersofrecognition should be complementary to those of
ts human counterpart. The p£ctla'e as far as the user ;s concerned
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is the screen whilst for the computer it is the bitm:l.p. The problem
then. becomes one of devising methods which allow objects to be
e:>;ttacted~ or recognised, .from the bitmqp that are consistent \,/ith
:t~()se ident; fi ed by the user in the screen pi cture. However, as
has been illustrated, whilst the picture is objectively a collection
>of coloureQ marks ofdffferent hue and tntens ity the user may
vely experience the picture as a battle of horses and men.
Thus the user may wish to manipulate aspects of a picture that are
objectively determinable physical properties. These can be
. led piato'l'iaZ propevtdee in contrast to thephysicaZ pr-opemties
ofa Picture.
From the computers point of view it only has direct access to the
PhYSical prcper't+es of the bitmap. If it is to assist the user in
\operating on pictorial properties of the picture then these must be
<ler;vable from the physical cheracter+s ttcs of the bitmap. In the
fOllowing pages some physical properties of the bitrrap are identified
~and later it is demonstnatedhow information about the physical
state of the bUrna!) can be utilised with information provided by the
"'serin manipulating pictorial properties of the perceived picture.
8.] THE REGION VIEW OF THE SCREEN MEI~ORY
10 the previous chapter a number of facilities were described for
'PrOCessing the bit11lap~ such as filling-in. These facilities are
e because th~ bitmap. nasphysical properties which can be
and altered. Forexampleterasure is an operator which
on the intensity value of pOints in the bitmap by setting any
indicated by the user to zero. Intensity is an observable
property of a point which can be examined and processed.
The al~orithm for fiZUng"'innotonly makes use of the properties
of individual paints it also takes into consideration relationships
sets of paints. More specifically, the filling-in
thm makes use of the fact that any point can be said to be
adjacent to other points in thebitm:tp. Any two points are said
to be adiacent: to one another if they are next neighbours . The
Ilext neighbour relationship is illustrated in figure 29. A pair





29 Next neighbour relationship
~~th of adjacent points of the same intensity exists between them.
can be seen, by eXqmining the fiZZing-in algorithm, that given
ini ti aT poi nt, adjacent po; nts of the same tone as theori 91na 1
iteratively processed until all connected paths eminating from
paints have been processed. In fact, what this algorithm
processes shall be referred to as a region. A region is def; ned
aSa set of poi nts of the same intens ity such that all poi nts in
are connected by points in the set. The bitmap viewed in
of regions can be described as a l'egion-map" figure 30.
~ithin a region two types of points can be identified: boundary
and non-boundal'y paints. A non-boundavu point in a given r~gion
has adjacent points v/hich are all in the region under consideration.
A ..bQw1.f:laPlJ point has at least one adjacent neighbour which belongs
to another region and may have up to a maximum of eight neighbours
belonging to other regions (in which case it is an iso1ated point).
The boundary points in a region form one or more boundaries
enClosing non-boundary points in the region. A boundary is, in
generalJ the set of connected boundary points which is a subset of
Set of points comprising a region. The exception is a. region
. has no non-boundary pot nts in wh; eh case a 11 pot nts in the
belong to t.he boundary. The boundar; es of a region can
thought of as the interfaces between the region to which they
and; ts adjacent regions I figure 3la.
tigtlre 30 Region map vie\ll
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boundary has one or more complementary boundaries. A
•.----';;;;;:.:.::.:.!.!:.!:.!.:L boundary is the boundary of an adjacent region which
next to all, or part, of a boundary of the region under
figure 31b.






31 Boundaries and complementary boundaries
a bi-intensity system the points comprising the complementary
es of a region will all have a single intensity value.
in a black and white system if a region is black its
boundari.es will be white.
of region can be identified in terms of boundary and
boundary characteristics; these being referred to
and ring regions. A blob, figure 32 is defined as having
boundary and one complementary boundary. When a region is
to the edge of the llregion-map" the complementary boundary
Viewed as extending across that part of the region under
on adjacent to the edge of the "region-map" t fi.gure 32c.
Blob regions
Ct..)
figure 33, is defined as having one or more boundaries and
than one camp1ementary bOundary. figure 33b inus tra tes the
for considering complementary boundaries;n the definition of
regions. In general it is sufficient to say that a ring has




stl"uc;ture illustrated in figure 33b where there is anl,}'one boundary,
~owevers althpLgr. f;9~'re 33bonly has one boundary it has many
cOmplementary boundar-ies. Algorithms are defined in appendix 1
Which extract information aqputreg.ions and thei.r boundar'tes and
boundaries which can then be used in descriminating
blObs and rings.
6.2 FIGURE GROUNDRELAT10NSHIPS
As stated previously most pictorial art involves visual illusion in
the~ense that objects depicted are seen as existing in a three
dimenSional space whilst in fact they are marks on a two dimensional
SUt''face. The art of the Dutch artist Escher explores the paradoxical
nature of the perception of pictures. In figure 34s Escher not only
ProVides us with a cony; net ng ;11us ion but al so remi nds us that it
is an illusion. In representational art some objects are percet ved
~gait1st the background of others. This is consistent with our
of the world in which objects nearer to us occlude
Parts of those further away. This illusion is not restricted to
imageS which depict recognisable objects. The effect is just as
&tl"c:mgin abstract arnon-figurative imagery_ The &nglish arttst ,
Pa~rick Heron explores oure:xpectations and creates considerable
ambigUity where a shape; n isolation appears in front of a surrounding
shape at a particular I11qment.but behind it w.hen other shapes are
·t~~eninto consideration,figure 35. Tl'Iis kind of illusion is
Often referred to as figUJ.1e-,gvound since just as in the real world
\oi.fl perceive objects agai nst a backcloth of other objects so a shape
(fig.ure) in a picture may appear to be on top of another shape (ground)
>Fi~lIre 35a for example is a 5urface which is textured and compri ses
three areas A. 8, andC.How€ver. the same picture can be perceived





36 Levels of figure ground
Cc)
figur~ 36c, a white figure on a blacK ground which is in
seen as a black figure on a white ground. In figure 36,
are several layers of figure-ground relationships. It is
important to recognise that figure-ground structures perceived by
the User imply properties which are not properties of the surfece ,
eXample depth. Figure-ground then is a subjective property of
Viewers perception of the arrangement of shapes on a surface.
8.2.1 EXTRACTING FIGURE-GROUND FROMTHE BITMAP
As discussed in section 8 the IIbit.map" can be viewed as a collection
Qfregions whic.h can be thought of as fitting together like pieces
dn a jigsaw. The a19o1'ithms for extract; n9 regi ons and boundar; es
\Can be viewed as disassemb 1ing the IIb'C"--:::lp;1 into its canst; tuant
t'~gions. If figure 37 was disassembled then three regions A, B
.Q.lld. C would be extracted; figure 37b. If region A was perceived
.·~~aviewer as a white figure ana black ground B and if the computer
nOW~ Which region is perceived as figure and which as grouod then
regions implied by the relationship A on B can also be extracted
lTlakingsuitable adjustments to A and B, as necessary, figure 38.
bthis particular figure the hole in the middle of region B needs to
e filled in since from the figure-ground peintof view this portion





figure 38 Regions seen a figure and ground
Given certain knowledge about the properties of figure-ground
r~lationships and guided by information provided by the user the
~Qmputer system can extract structures which are consistent with a
figure-ground view of the bitmap. To use the words· of Micheal
Thompson (l972) we can make the computer operate on not only" ....
Wnat is there (geometry and engineering) but what we think we seeH,
8.2.2 SINGLE LEVEL EXTRACTION
A.s~escribed previously some region configurations can be viewed as
~aVing many levels of figure and ground. Thus in figure 39a A can
be Viewed as a white figure on a black ground Band B as a black
fi.gure on a white ground C, figure 39b. Alternatively the picture
(~an be seen as a single level figure-ground where B is Cl black figure
w.ith a hole ;n iton a white ground A,e. figure 39c.
. Lt..)CI-'
r1gUre39 Single level
III the followins pages we shall be concerned exclusively with singlE
,leva lfi gure-g round relati onsh ips.
RESTRICTIONS ON FlGURE AND. GROUND
Object can be described as a .ri-owe if and only if it is completely
sUrrounded by points of the opposite tone; in other words it must be
it region. This means that the area marked a in figure 40 does not
q~aHfy as a figure. although it might be pe;ceived as a figure,
because it is not completely surrounded by Band is therefore part of
area A. An object canbe described as a ground if and only if it
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,encloses one or more regions of the opposite tone. As ina figure.
~'ground must be a region. Thus the class of figure and ground
ItiMchcan be manipulated is restr-tcted and may not always match the
Viewers percept; on of figure and ground.
t;gure 40 Figure resulting from perceptual closure
8.2.4 EXTRACTING A FIGURE
There are two kinds of figure which can be extracted from the bitmap





Figure 41 Solids and holes
At the region level a solid figure is a blob region and a figure
with holes init is a ri "£I •
In general, a figure is extracted by reference to a point in the region
Whtch is viewed as a figure. Extracting a figure is really a question
Qf extracting a region si nee no modifi cation needs to be made to thE'
informqtion. The extraction routine retrieves the region identified
'by a user specified point whic.h ts then represented internally as a
Set of points all of which have the same intensity (i.e. black or white).
a.2.5. EXTRACTING A GROUND
On t.heother hand extracting a ground from the in general
results in modification of the region which is viewed asgrcund.
the reason for this is that a ground usually has some th ing on it,
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and enclosed within generally yie1d a ring. Figures are assumed to
occlude those parts of the ground that they cover and thus make the
structure consistent with this view inter+or holes in the ring must be
fi11ed. If the point (represented by a cross) in figure 42a was
specified as a ground by a in the initial phase of processing the







Figure 42 Extracting a ground
Converting it into a ground is a matter of supplying points to fill
the interior holes in the ring. In a sense filling in all the
figures, figure 42c.
8.2.6 EXTRACTING FIGURE AND GROUND
The prev.ious examples demonstrate the process of extracting figure
Or sround but it is a simple matter to extract both figure(s) and
9Y'.Ound. The point identified by the user to reference the f;gure(s)
and the ground can belcng to either thefigure(s) or the ground.
Consider, for example, figure 113a, where the reference point is in
a figure. Given this point a blob would be extracted which in the
Context of this operation can only bea figure. Any point on the
complementary boundary, figure 43b. can be taken as a referef'ice
PO.int for extracting the ground, figure 43c. In the initial phase
th.pefcefved ground is extracted as a ring which includes all the
regions it encloses any of whic.h can be vi£~wedas figure. The
'ring; s then transformed into a blob that repr-esents the ground.
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19~re 43 Extracting figure and ground
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EXtracting figures and ground by reference to a point in the ground
is essentially the same operation as figures and ground by reference
~.oa figure and requires no further explanaticn. In each case
t~E. precess.ing results in the set of points representing the figure(s)
~"d ground which (unlike figure or ground extracted directly.)
n points of both intensities, black and .white.
8.2.7 EXTRACTING FIGURE(S) BY REF~RENCE TO THE GROUNO
Section 8.2.4. described how a figure can be retrieved from the bitmap
bYt'eference to a point on the figure. Likewise figures can be
el{tracted by reference to the ground on wh ieh they are percei ved
to lie. Thus the userm;ght request Ttqures on ground where the
identified paint, figure 44a~ is regarded as belonging to the ground.
When the extraction process is complete only the figure.s. or figure
are retained, figure 44c. This operation is different to the figure
°Peraticn described in section 8.2.4 since it provides a way of




ItZ,a EXTRACTING A GROUNDBY REFERENCE TO A FIGURE
This is the complementary operation to that described in the previous
Section. HerE: the ground under a figure is retrievec by reference
t . .--




8.3 PERFORMING OPERATIONS ON POINT SETS EXTRACTED FRa~t THE BJIl'fJ.AP
Wheninformation is extracted from the bitmap it is not labelled
as figure, ground or figure(s) and ground. The extraction functions
provide the user with a vehicle for cOl11llunicatinghis or her
on of figure-ground features and control the generation of
information consistent with a figure-ground percept. The result
pf an extraction function, however. is a set of points which are
~lther all black, all white or a mixture of black and white (as
for example the case of a figure and ground). The following sections
describe a number of binary and un~ary operators which can be applied
to point sets generated by the extract; on functions described
p.reviously.
8,3, 1 OVERLAP
From the point of vie\>/ of image manipulation the OVERLAPoperator





This operator is analogous to the set operator union and does result
in the union of the sets of points A and B. However. each point
has an intensity value which is also taken into account by the
~Verlap operator. Intuitively every point:which is a member of
both A and B takes the intensity value of A in the new set and all
,POints which are mernbers.of one set only (A, or B but not both)
pass with their intensity values unchanged into the new set.
Figure 47 ill ustrates the effect of the overlap operator on ; ntens ity







The operator merges the two: sets A and B such that all points with
tne.same location in each set take the intensity value of the points
in A. As stated previously the overlap operator can be viewed as
Placing A upon B. Alternatively it can be viewed as slipping shape
Bl!._nder shape A. lhe way the operator is viewed wi l l , of course,
qepend on the objectives of the user. The sets are merged about
the po; nts used by the user to identi fy the shapes duri n9 the
extraction phase.
8.3.2 SAME
The SAMEoperator produces as the new set only those points whi ch
are conmon to both A and B. et is analogous to the set operator
~. The effect on intensities values is the same as
QVerlap. Thus the intensity values of the common points in A
l"eplace the values of the carrmon points in B, figure 48 .
._---_. __ .....
I




The difference operator produces a new set which excludes common
.POil1ts. Two di ffereoci 09 operators are provided. These bel09
that which differs ; n A from B and that which di ffers ; nboth A
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and B. Since difference operators work on those points which are
different in sets the operators can have no effect on the intensity
values of the pofnts in the new set. The difference operators can
be characterised by membership functions which return a value of 0
for Points not in the new set and 1 for points in the new set.
The tables below illustrate the effects of difference operators tn







An example of difference is illustrated in figure 49. \'ihilst
!ll:di fference ; s ill us tr-ated in fi gure 50.
A
,.-. -- ---,
........ __ .......... ..J.
figure 49 Difference A and B
Figure 50 All-difference A and B
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8.3.4 INVERT
The invert operator inverts the intensity values of a point set.
Thus black points become white .and white points are changed to black.
The table below illustrates the invert operator where fJ represents
White. 1 black. A the set to be inverted and B the inverted set.
8.3.·5 DISPLAY
HaVing extracted and manipulated point sets the display function
can be used to display a point set on the screen. The effect of
the display operator is to replace equivalent points in the display
memory by the intensity va1ue of poi nts . The table below shows the
effect of this function where A represents a point in the set to be
di splayed and B the screen memory.
~.4 CONCLUSION
In chapter 5 endS it was argued that we should expect the artist
to be tentative both in terms of the process of making a picture
Ind ~lso interpreting it. Ultimately the effects of changes of
lIIind by the artist will be seen in the changing appearance of the
Picture that he is working on. The 1imitations imposed by
Conventional refresh .and storage systems permit the artist little
fr.eedam to mani pul ate pi ctures in an a,'bi trary way. The ideas
~isclJSsed in this chapter set out to explore the possibility of
treating the bitmap as a map of the screen image from which shapes
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can be extracted as they are ident; fi ed by the user. If it is
P.ossible to extract .cescr+ptf ons from the bitmap then there is no
need to generate shape descriptions at the outset which frequently
prescribe implicitly their scope for manipulation. The problem
is not straighforward because pictures are perceived to have .
properties that are not observable in the picture but are constructed
in the mind of the beholder. Part of the problem is to identify
Pictorial concepts that the artist can employ toexelain to the
computer what it is that he sees. Then the computer, like the
brain that manufactures for example a three dimensional world from
the marks on a two dimensional surface,must analyse it's "two
dimensional surface". the bitmap and match the information resulting
fr-om this process with the information provided by the user to
produce a result that is consistent with what the us,r sees (e.g.
figure/ground relati onshi ps ) •
The figure-ground extraction routines offer a facility which allows
the User to identify a class of perceived objects. These objects
are not phys ica 1 properties of the J:rt t:rnap., but they can be under's tood
in terms of phys ical proper-t ies of the bi.tmap~andwhen identi fi ed
by the user can provide the information necessary to generate the
Set of points consistent with the figure-ground percept. Prior
to the use of the extracti()n functions no demand ;s made of the
LISeI' to describe to the computer in some way the object he or she
is in the act of produci n9. Even when the extraction processes
~reinvoked they result in a representation not much removed from
the bitmap which ts readily manipulated. All datil structures are
temporat'Y unless specified by the user and tend to provide a way of
r~embering pictorial elements rather than a representation of the
Picture in progress. In essence these facilities reflect an approach
w~ich seeks to provide the user with a way of c01l11lunicating with a
computer about pictorial aspects of pictures.
The binary and unary operators provide tools for manipulating
il'lfonnationextracted from the bitmap. The OVERLAP operator has
an obvious and natural correspondence with other physical media.
The SAMEand DIFFERENCE operators are not anal OgOU5 to any cperat ion
that can be perfonned using conventional artistic media but they
intUitively, seem natura1 in the context of the medium of raster
graphics.
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Together the extraction and manipulative functions provide the basis
of a computer graphics medium which allows the user to operate on
$napes as and when they are perceived. This means that the user
can keep an open mind oath about how he interprets the picture
because he is not required to make decisions which constrain future
decision making. The user is allowed the luxury of changing his
.mind about the picture by default because he is not expected. or
t"equired, to make up his mind.
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CHAPTER 9
THE SYSTEM IT'S LANGUAGE AND RESOURCES
~ason (1979) argues that designing Cl computer system for open
ended tasks amounts ~o providing "a repertoire of facilities in
the fann of a set of resources whi eh can be marsha 11sci to meet a
Wide range of needs". This chapter ts essentially a description
of such a "set of resources" which comprise an interactive raster
graphics system for art; sts. The resources for extract.t ngand
manipulating shapes described in chapters 7 and 8 that make
significant use of the potential of the bitmap are, of course.
inclUded in the set but since they have been discussed previously
a~e only mentioned briefly here. Implicitly the set of resources
provided in a computer system are bound up·with the interface
language used to manipulate them and its characteristics are of
some interest, therefore.
To begin with the strategies for designing man/machine languages
as identified by Eason (1979) are examined and the LOGOlanguage
is identified as providing a suitable model for the (lUMPS
(~raphics language for the Interactive !ianipulation of ferceived
~hapes) language.
When talking about computer languages it is usual to distinguish
between syntax and semantics. Intuitively the syntax of a
language is its structure whilst the semantics is the mean; n9
attached to structural elements and their combinations. In a
sense, the semantics of a language te11s US what the syntactic
elements stand for. The chapter proceeds with what is basi ca l1y
a description of the resources provided by the system in the
!iemantics of the GLIMPS language. In the concluding pages the
SYntax Of the LOGO language is considered with respects to the
Jleedsof the artist identified in the third chapter.
9.1 THE INTERFACE LANGUAGE
It is the language, Eason continues, by which the man and computer
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corrrnuiea te that provides the mediurnby wh; eh the user se 1etts ,
combines and uses available resources. He also. stresses that the
~bility to combine resources in a variety of ways is an important
feature of the languages because it enhances the flexibility of
the system. This is a subtle paint because, assuming that the
resources available to. the user are sufficient for his needs then
his ability to. perform a given task will hinge on the organisational
and combinational flexibility of the language. For example, if
a task requires the combination of resources A, B & C but the
language does not allow this combination then the user cannot
perform the task. Also. it is the combinational flexibility of
a language \'lhichmakes it possible for the user to personalise a
$ystem. If, for example, a user can combine resources A.B & C
to form a resource 0 then he can be said to have personalised the
system to meet his own particular needs. However, before
PUrSUing this question any further it is necessary to decide what
kind of language is required.
9.1.1 TASK FREQUENCY
A language with the required flexibility is likely to be complex,
Eason (1979) suggests that from the designers point of view the
simplest solution is a formal command language. In chapter 3 Cl
number of high level programmi ng languages (SPARTA, PICASO) were
examined and it was observed that the problem with these languages
is that they require the user to acquire considerable knowledge in
order to use the facilities they support. Eason (1979) suggests
that where the user is likely to make regular use of a computer
system a high level language may be appropriate; but for many
USers who have "conp lex open-ended tasks" and are unwilling or
unable to devote the time necessary to master a fonnal language
this strategy is inappropriate and may lead to the rejection of the
computer system. Clearly, it is less hazardous to regard the
artist as an "infrequentUuser.
Eason identifies three strategies that are currently being advocated
to deal with th~ problem of the infrequent user: the natural
language system; the hUlll9nintennediary; and the evolutionary
approach using an adaptive, dedicated interface. The natural
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language system attempts to receive and interpret natural language
inputs from the user and respond accordingly. Obviously if the
User can communicate with a computer as if it were another person
the language barrier is dismant1ed. However there is considerable
Work to be done before natural language is a feasible choice for
the system designer. The use of a human intermediary as an
interface between the user and the computer has proved successful
in managerial applications and specialist services to the public.
Eason observes that although it has obvious attractions it leaves
lingering doubts that "the indirect connection between end user
and the computer system may rob the user of much of the system's
potential", The third strategy takes the view that the final goal
Could be a fonna 1 1aoguage but the user shoul d not be taught the
language before he starts to work with the system. The central
idea is that usage should gradually evolve as the user gains
eXperience of perfonning tasks using the system. As the users
knowledge increases the system adapts by placing more language
faCilities at his disposal. Thus the system tracks the
d~velopment of an individual user and is therebye a form of
dedicated interface. As Eason notes "the problem is where to
Start because the user must be able to do something useful with a
minimum of initial instructionu• There is also the general problem
of adaptive systems (discussed in chapter 4) which is concerned
with when and how adaptation. should take place.
The hUman intenTIediary ;5 not a solution to aim for but a compromise
between a formal language and a natural language or adaptive system.
The intelligent component, implied in the latter 501utions~ is a
human being in the former. On the other hand natural language and
adaptive systems are, for the present at least, ~oals to aim for
rathet" than practical alternatives ..
There is, however. a fourth strategy which in principle is the
sallie as the adaptive system without the adaptive function of the
computer system. In other words, the goal of thi sstrategy is a
formal command language which the user does not have to be taught
in detail before using the system. Like the adaptive system the
c::entralidea is that the users facility with the language should
develop through usage; a kind of learning by doing. In the
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next section an example language will be discu,sed which it is
'b.elieveddemonstrates the practicality of this strategy.
9.1.2 LOGO - A MODEL LANGUAGE
lOGOi! an interpretive language that was deve10ped at the
11assachussetts Institute of Technology as a IIsuitablyclear and
intelligent programming languageU (Papert. 1970) to be used in
the LOGO project. Papert (1970) has described LOGQas .0 "baby
LISPIl~ but goes on to argl.rethat it is a ufull-fledgedll universal
1~n9uage and that its babyish feature is the inclusion of self-
COntained subsets which can be used to achieve results with very
limited instruction.
Thea;mof the LOGOproject was to demonstrate that technology can
be Used not as machines for processing children, but as something
the chi ld can learn to manipulate, extend and to apply to projects.
Papert (1970) believed that children learn by doing and by thinking
about what they do. McCorducl< (1979) points out that perhaps the
most controversial part of Papert's program is the idea that
<:h.lldrenthi nk about thi nki n9. Papert wr; tes (1970), 10 itis
Usually considered good practise to give people instruction in their
OCcupational activities .. Now~ the occupational activities of
children are learning. think;ng~ playing and the like. Yet , we
tell them nothing about those things. Instead we tell them about
nUmbers, grammar and the French revo lution; somehow hopi ng that
from thi.s disorder the really important things will emerge all by
themselves, And they sometimes do. But the alienation-dropout-
tltugcomplex is certainly no less frequent", Papertargues that
~OmplJtation is the richest known source foY' providing children with
better things to do and better ways to think about themse1ves doing
these things. Thus he set out to create an environment in which
~he child could become highly involved in experiences leading to the
growth of intuitions and concepts for dealing with thinking.
learning and playing. Papert (1970) reports that LOGO has been
tJsedwith children of most ages and levels of academic achievement
and. that in one extended project. within three months, 12 year
01(1 children were writing programs to play games, to generate random
Sentences and even conversational and teaching programs.
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EXperiments at Edinburgh University (Howe, 1980) also. using. LOGO,
indicate the educational validity of Papertls arguments. One
experiment was conducted on 1.1 to 13 year old boys ina botton-
stream maths class over a period of two years. They spent one
hour in a programming classroom while a control group followed
the usua) time table. At the end of the two years Howe (1980)
.a.ndhis colleagues concluded that "our pupils understanding of
llIi1thematics and thei r ab; 1ity to do mathemati csimproved rel ative
to the control group. Also they gained self confidence,
becoming more positive in their attitude to maths and much more
Willing to talk about maths and argue about maths with their
t~achers".
~owever. the va lidi ty of Paperts arguments ; s not a rnatterof
dispute here. The reason for referring to this work is primarily
~ause it indicates that LOGO is a language with con~iderable
~'exity that has never the less been successfully mastered by
£!!jldren. Of course. children are in the business of learning.
aSPaperts points out. but they are not necessarily motivated to
learn. The evidence suggests that LOGO is not only a language
Which can be readily learnt but that it also motivates the child
to explore the resources it supports in a meaningful way.
9.2 GRAPHICALEXTENSIONS. TO LOGO: THE GLH1PS LANGUAGE
The following section describes a set of graphical functions which
have been defined using LOGOas a model. Consequently they are
Viewed as a set of faeil; ties which could be implemented as an
extension to LOGO. They do not extend the structural capabilities
Of LOGO but they make it possible for the ~tructural concepts of
the language to be employed in the generation and manipulation of
taster display pictures.
The reader who is unfamiliar with LOGOwillfi nd a summary of the
langua.ge in appendix 2. Many of its features are explicit and
implicit"in thedisCLlssion that fallows. However at the end of
the chapter the features of the language that justify the belief
tha.t lOGO demonstrates the practicality of a man-computer interface
which the user can learn aboot i~ parallel with task perfonnance
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(ibid 9.1.1) are examined. This has been put off for the time
being because it includes examples whic.h use some of the functions
about to be described.
These graphical functions provide facilities for the selection and
control of graphical devices, real or virtual. and also the extraction
and manipulation of shapes perceived in the drawing surface, or
screen.
9.2.1 DEVICE SELECTION
A graphical system can provide Cl number of devices for generating
marks. These devices can be either real or virtual. For example
a plotter is a real device and the use of device control
primitives, such as raising the pen. have specificelectro~
mechanical effects. A virtual device is one which only exists as
a conceptual entity. Its attriQutes do not necessarily, have any
physical correhtion. Frequently a virtual device can be
implemented using any of a number of physical devices. The drawing
devices discussed in this chapter are virtual devices which have
been implemented on a raster graphics display. At present there
are two ~rawing devices referred to as the PEN and the ERASER.
JheENABlE function makes it possible for the user to select one.
Qt' the other, of these devices. The device enabled becomes the
CUl"l"(mt device and all devi ce control functions acton the current
device. The selected device is enabled at the origin of the
~ing Bl.U'faae (the screen) in a raised position (i.e. it is not
. in COntact with the drawing surface). The origin in the case of
the screen has a valu~ of zero in both the x and y dimensions which
is physically located at the top left hand corner of the screen.
The device selected by the use of the ENABLE function remains the
current device until it is explicitly disabled by the use of the
DISABLE fUnction, or the use of the ENABLE function with a different
tlevice name as its argument.
9.2.2. OEVrCE ATTRIBUTES
The drawing devices have attributes which are affected by the use
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ef the device control functions. The language maintains the
current state of each device attribute in its workspace and
functions are provided which make this information available to
other functions.
9.2.2.1 ELEVATION
A. draWing device can either be in contact with the drawl n9 surface
or not. The C1..trIY'en.te leoatiion status of a devi ce can be mod if1 ed
.bYthe functions UP or DOWN. UP raises the device, and DOWNplaces
the device in contact with the drawing surface.
9;2.2.2 ORIENTATION
A device has a aurI'ent;oPientation which represents the direction
in which the pen is pointing. The orientation of the pen is
mea~ured in degrees. in an anti-clockwise direction, from a
paint due north (where north is the top of the screen).
Ji:JO
9~2;2.3 POSITION
A device has a position relative to the origin of the drawing surface.
The position of a device at any point in time ;s described as
the ota'l'ent position. of the device. The current position of a
device; s def; ned as x,y ccordi nate values.
9.2.3 DEVICE CONTROL FUNCTIONS
DeVice contro1 is exercised by functions which specify displacements
9f the device relative to its current position and orientation) or
locations on the drawing surface. One kind of function tells the
device how to. proceed and by how much whilst the other tells it
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~ere to go. In sxampl es illus tra ti ng the use and effects of
these functions the current device is assumed to be the PEN.
9.2.3.1 CONTROLLING WHERETHE PEN GOES
The GO function causes the pen to be moved to the specified
pasHian. Thus if the pen is down and the current pen position
is 50 on the x axis and 50 on the y axis, figure 51a. and the
command GO 100 100 is entered, a line would be drawn between







S6 - - ....
Figure 51
In other words the pen travels between its current position and an
absOlute position on the drawing surface. Movements of the pen
relative to its current position can be performed by first using
the BY function. The BY function computes the absolute position
derived from its parameter and the current pen position and moves
th~ pen to this position thus the conmand GO BY 100 100 might have
the effect illustrated below. figure 52.
o '$"p
;
•.,& -~-_J $'D ••• ~
F'igure 52 <!'-)
This has the effect of moving the pen relative to the current pen
POSition by the computed displacements in the x and y dimensions.
The GO function updates both the current position and the
orientation of the device as a result of its use.
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9.2.3.2 CONTROLLING HOWTHE PEN t~OVES
Fat"control ling how the pen moves there are functi ons whi eh modify
its orientation and those which modify its movements in a specific
orientation. These are the same functions as those provided by a
number of LOGO implementations.
Orientation functions rotate the pen abouts its centre either to the
t~FT or the RIGHT of the current orientation. For example. if the
orientation of the pen was that illustrated in figure 53a the cOlTllland
RIGHT90 would have the result illustrated in figure 53b whilst
LEFT 90 would have the result illustrated in figure 53c~
....~...>
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Whilst these corrmands have a result they have no visible effect.
The effect of such a command is only obvious as a result of the
eXecution of one of the movement functions FORWARDor BACKI~ARD.
Consider the following sequence of commands illustrated in figure 54.
It will no doubt be obvious by now that the basic syntax of a
command is the name of a function followed by a number of arguments.
Tbe system is interactive j the user enters a command terminated
by a carriage return which, if syntactically correct, is executed.
If'.il command has an effect (for examp1ea 1inei s drawn) then it
Wi 11 be effected inmedi ate 1y. When a conmandhas been processed
the system issues a prompt to the user and waits for the next conmand.
Thus ; n fi gure 54~ the user enters FORWARD50 wh ich causes the PEN
to InOVe fQrward along its current orientation 50 units i this done,
the system waits for the next comnand which is RIGHT 90 and the PEN









The fUnctions described in this section characterise drawing in
qUite a different way to that implied by the functions described in
Sl;!ction 9.2.3.1. This difference is largely a question of the
manner in which the pen, or drawing device, is controlled. The
functions in this section control how the device moves whilst
those of the previous section where it goes. The functions which
Control how the pen is moved seem part; cul arly suited to descri bi n9
regular polygons. They tend to encourage a geometrical approach
to drawing which represents structures in terms of line lengths and
alngles. This in turn l ends itself to a procedural. or modular.
~pproach. Any regular polygon, for example. could be defined as
the repetition of a procedure which generates a side and rotates
the pen to construct the inner angle at a vertex.
It is certainly more difficult to conceptualise regular polygons
USing the positional, or cocrdinate system, To illustrate this,
lets consider the problem of defining a square. US;I'g the
POSitional approach the intrinsic structural properties of the
sqUare have to be mapped into coordinates. This i~ not particularly
difficult in the case of a square since a mapping procedure can be
derived quite easily. However. in the case ofa triangle or
hexagon the problem is not straightforward. How much easier it is
to think of constructing a triangle as 'move forward the side
length turn left 120 degrees, move forward etc. I, However there
are situations when the positional functions are superior, especially
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in instances when parameters are provided by reference to locations
on the drawing surface.
Connecting the point A and B in figure 55 by a Itne is difficult.
if not impossible, using movement cOrTlllandsbecause in this instance
What is known is where to go not how. The conventional way of
f';g~re 55
prOViding these points in an interactive computer graphics system
would probably make use of a lightpen. cursor or soMe other ·locatorl•
A locator is a device which the user can employ to translate a
perceived location into x and y coordinates. This kind of facility
is particularly useful tn interactive situations because it makes
direct use of what the user can see and avoids the necessity of the
User providing values directly, which in this context ar!difficult
to determine. Thus A and B coul d be provided by calls to a
fUnction named CURSOR. The 1ine could be cons tructed us; n9 the





The use of the CURSOR function enables a pair of cross-wires which
the user can control to specify a location which is input to the
system and becomes the result produced by the CURSOR function.
Both kinds of draNing function are thet'efore necessary since each
is sUperior to the other in perfonning specific tasks. This example
illustrates another feature of the language syntax which is that
the arguments for a function can be provided indirectly as a result
of evaluating another function. Thus the command GO CURSOR is
evaluated in the following way : the GO function cannot be evaluated
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immediately because its arguments are not available; the interpreter
then finds the CURSOR function which it can evaluate (CURSOR has no
arguments) ; when CURSOR has been completed it produces a resu1t
which ts the x and y coordinates of the position identified by the
user; these values. provide the arguments necessary for evaluating
the GO fUnction which can then take place.
9.2.3.3 EXTENDING THE DRAWING FUNCTIONS USING THE BASIC PRUlITIVES
A drawing function which is often included in a graphics system is
that which draws a line from one absolute position on the drawing
surface to another, e.g. LINE 50 30 60 100. Although this function
. is not included as a built-in function it is a simple matter to
define it as a user function. The language includes a facility
which permits the user to effectively, define his own functions.
The TO command signals to the interpreter that the user wishes to
define a function. The first argument of the TO function represents
the name of the new function and subsequent arguments the names of
any arguments the new function will use. Having issued the TO
Command the user can then enter commands preceded by a command
number which are not executed immediately but accepted as text.
The END function terminates the entry of the text'wh1ch ;s then
saved, on the users behalf, by the system. The user can then
invoke the execution of the saved function (e.g. LINE). in the same
way as system functions (e. g. LINE 100 100 200 250). Thus; n the
eXample below fROMX and FROMY both take a value of laO, and TOX and
TOYI 200 and 250 respectively.
e.g. TO LINE FROMX FROMY TOX TOY
10 UP
20 GO FROMX FROMY
30 DOWN
40 GO TOX TOY
50 UP
END
LINE 100 100 200 250
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Similarly symbols can be generated using movement funct ions..
e.g. TO TRIANGLE SIDE
10 DOWN







The fall ow; n9 sequence might then be used to place a triangle at a





The ALIGN function can be used to set the current orientation of
the pen. This function is useful since there will often be
Decasionswhsn the pens current or; enta tion is not known. 1n the
~bove example after the GO100 100 comnand the user will probably
not know the current orientation of the PEN. (unless he has the
fores; ght to keep a mental record of the effect of previous .pen
movements on its orientation). However the final effect of the
TRIANGLE function depends upon the current orientation of the PEN
when it is drawn. The ALIGN function aHows the user to set the
current orientation of the PENby aligning it with its current










~nthe Leicester Polytechnic black and white system the intensity
of each point in the screen memory is represented by a 0 or a 1.
The precise meaning of these zero's andone's depends on the mode
()f the display processor \'I'hich reads the screen memory and displays
it on the screen. The display processor can be in one of two modes
in.one mode it treats zero as high intensity (white) and one as low
(black). in the other mode one is high and zero is low.
From the point of vi ewof the graphics language the PEN sets any bit
ip the display memory (drawing surface) which it passes over to 1.
Depending on the state of the display processor the one's generated
by the pen will either be treated as black or white. Conceptually,
however, the pen is bss t v'iewed as a devi ce conta ini ng an ink of a
specified colour which can be used to draw on a surface of another
COlour.
The ERASERis a de vi ce whieh functionally puts zero' s into any bits
Of screen memory over whi eh it passes . Conceptually it perfonns the
same funct.ion as an indi an ink rubber. In other words itcan be
uSed to erase marks generated by the pen. Once enab1ed the device
Control functions described previously can be used to operate the
ERASER. The ability to erase marks in this way is a particular
feature of the bitmap raster display. Put another way, this kind
of display makes it possible to draw in different coloured inks.
In some contexts, drawing in different coloured ink appears as
eroasure.
9.2.5. SHAPEEXTRACTIONFUNCTIONS
In chapter 7, it is argued.that the way to improve facilities by
which the user can manipulate what he sees in the screen image is
to make the computer seethe image ina simi1ar way. The bitmap
can be viewed as the computers "screen image" or l.lisual. stiml-ilw3 ;
the source of its pel'O<?ptiOr!8. The problem becomes one of defining
processes fpr extra!:ti 09 pe:NJeptionG from the l)itmap that are
Consistent with what the user eeee . Chapter 8 deals with this
Problem;n the context of figure/ground perceptions.
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Ext~~cting shapes from the bitmap is made possible by the inclusion
of$hape extraction functions. The selection of a particular
function by the user identifies the kind of shape that is
perceived; essentially there are two types of shape known as
figure and ground. The result of the use of an extraction function
ih in LOGO terminology, a list. This list is ordered in the
fOllowing way. Thef; rs t twowords of data represent the anaho»
POSitiOn, of the shape. The anchor position is the pOint used by
the Llser to identify the shape. The remaining items are ordered
in groups of three values each of which provides information about
>il. poi nt in the shape. The fi rs t two values represent the 1oca ti on
or the paint relative to the anchor position whilst the third value
represents the intensity of the point, figure 57.
SHAPE LIST
anchor ,point point
~ ~~llD, 10,0,0,0,; ,.; ,~:1,1:~: t~.]
Figure 57
The shape list generated as a result of using an extraction routine
will be lost when another function is used later unless it is saved
eXPlicitly by the user. LOGO provides a function ca11ed HAkE
Which can be used to ~ave a name and data as an associated pair.
TOlls the user can save a shape list which can be referenced by its
name in subsequent conmands.
e.g. FIGURE CURSOR
MAKE SHAPE IT
FIGUREis one of a number of extraction functions. Its selection
by the user indicates that the shape located at the position
identified by its two arguments (which are generated in the above
example as the result of evaluating the CURSOR function) is
Perceived as a figure. MAKE is a LOGO function th~t can be used
to name, and save .under that name,data. The result of the
execution of a command in LOGO is saved until another command ts
exec\.Ited. The function IT makes the saved result from the
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comnand a va; 1able to the next comnand . In th is axampl e
shape list is extracted from the bitmap wllieh is then giVen the
~HAPE in the MAKE command.
9.2.6 SHAPE LIST RELATIONAL OPERATORS
A number of functions are provided which permit specific binary
~I'l~ unary operations to be performed on shape lists. When a binary
9peration is performed the result isa list which takes the anchor
P()sitionof the shape which is the first argument in the function
can, e.g. OVERLAP SHAPEl SHAP£2. If the anchor position of SHAPEl
was 10.10 then the list generated as the resul tof the OVERLAP
operation will have an anchor position of 10,10. The general
Concepts underlying these relational operators and their effects
are described in chapter 8'.
9.2.7. SHAPE MANIPULATION
~a.Vingextracted and operated upon shapes perceived in the bitmap
the next step may be to display the shape which results. A single
fUnction is provided for this purpose wh; eh willdi splay a shape
at a specified location, e.g. DISPLAY SHAPE 100 100.
As described previously the point in (1 shape list are defined as
diSPlacements relative to the anchor position. When a shape is
disPlayed using the DISPLAV function, the absolute positions of its
POints. in terms of the screen dimensiolltare determined by adding
the list values to the location defined in the second argument of
the function. The operation of the DISPLAY function is the same
as the OVERLAP operator except that the second shape in the operation
is the bitmap. Functions for moving, copying or erasing shapes as
described in chapter 7 are not provided as inbuilt functions but
they can easily be defined using ln~bui1t functions.
e.g. TO COPY FROM TO
10 FIGURE FROM






30 DISPLAY IT AT
END
TO MOV E FRCX'-1TO
10 FIGURE FROM
20 MAKE SHAPE IT
30 ANCHOR SHAPE
40 MAKE AT IT
50 INVERT SHAPE
60 DISPLAY IT AT
70 DISPLAY SHAPE TO
END
INVERT is unary function which inverts the intensity value of each
Point in the list and ANCHOR returns the anchor position of the
specified shape.
9.3 DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONS
The following is a definition of all the functions currently
defined for the generation and manipulation of graphical structures
~nd the control of devices. The diagrams used show the syntax of
t~f:! functions which, in general, the name of the function followed
by zero or more arguments. The < > enclose the function
arguments which are defined ill more detail in section 9.3.7.
9.a.l OEVICE SELECTION
(a) ENABLE ~~vi cename )>---·/1
e.g. ENABLE PEN
Enables the device identified by the device name by setting
all its attribut.es to. default values.
(b) DISABLE --""/1
e.g. DISABLE








Lifts the current dey; ce off the drawi n9 surface.
DOWN ---.P
e.9. DOWN
Drops the current device into contact with the drawing surface.
GO--<1 oca tf0r9">----1/1
e.g. GO 100 100
Move the current device to the absolute position on the
drawing surface specified by location • This function
updates the orientation and position attributes of the
current device .
.(d) ORIENTATE ~ocation>--H
e.g. ORIENTATE 50 30
Orientates the current device towards a position on the
drawing surface specified by location . This function






Rotates the current device Ief'twise about its centre by the
degrees specified by degrees • This function updates the
current orientation of the current device .
R IGHT ---<@egree~>---j/l
e.9. RIGHT90
Same as {e) but rotation is to the right o~ current orientation.
FORWMD ~istanc9)---I1I
e.g. FORWARD30
r~ovesthecurrent device forwards along its current orientation




Same as (9) except that movement is backwards along the
current orientation of the current device. Both (9) and
(h) modify the current position of the current device.
(i) BY --<relative displacements)>----tll
e.g. BY 10 -20
Not strictl.y device control, this function .produces a result
which is a pair of values representing an absolute position
computed using the current pen position and the relative








Produces a result which is the angle of orientation, in an
anticlockwise df rection, of the current device. If a
negative value is returned then no device is enabled.
DEVICE ---11·1
e.g. DEVICE
Produces a result \'/hichis the name of the current device.
NONE is the result if no device is enabled.
POS I TI ON ---Rd
e.g. POSITION
Th.is function returns as its result a pair of values representing
the current position of the current'device. If the resu1t
is negative then no device is enabled.
ELEVATlON--....,/I
e.g. ELEVATION
The cur.rent elevation status of the current device is returned
as the result of this function. If UP a value of 1 is the
result, if DOWNa value of 0 is the result. If. Cl negative
value is produced as the result then no device is enabled.
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The cursor function initiates an interaction in which the user
controls the movements of a pair of cross-wires; two lines,
one vertical the other horizontal. lipan depressing a special
key the location where the 'wires' cross ;s accepted and the
cross-wires are turned off. The result of this function is
the final location of the cross-wires when the key ;s
depressed by the user.
LIGHTPEN -----4/1
e.g. LIGHTPEN
Th i5 function performs the. same purpose as CURSORbut the
physical device which is used to specify the location is a
lightpen.




e.g. FIGURE 30 70
The result of this function is the figure identified at the
specified location .
GROUND--<locati on>-,...-ooooIl/,
e.g. GROUND 100 100
The ground identified at the specified location is
extracted as the result of this function.
(e) FIGURE-or-~-GROUND -<location> ' II
e.g. PIGURE-ON-GROUND 50 60
Like (a) this function produces as a result a figure. or
collection of figures, but by reference toa location on the
figures' ground.
(d) GROUND- UNDER- FIGURE -<1ocation>,...--/I/
e. g.GROUND-UNDER- FIGURE 100 100
Like (b) this function produces as its result the ground
underneath the figure used to reference it.
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(e) F IGURE-AND-GROUND --<1 ocati on)>----IIJ
e.g. FIGURE-AND-GROUND 150 150
Both the figure and the ground identified by the argument
location are extracted from the bitmap as the result of
this function. The location used to identify the perceived
structure to be e~tracted can be either a point on the figure
or the ground.







e.g. OVERLAP TRIANGLE SQUARE
This function overlaps two extracted shapes. The shape
identified in the first argument is overlapped onto the
shape identified by the second argument.
DIFFERENCE ---4hape)---<shape)>-. ---II/
e.g. DIFFERENCE CIRCLE SQUARE
This function produces as its result that part of the shape
specified in the first argument which ;s different to the
shape spectf'ied in the second argument.
ALL-DIFFERENT -<shape~hape>>-----Illi
e.g. ALL-DIFFERENT OBLONG POLYGON
This funct.tonproduces as. its result all points whi ch are
not common to both shapes.
SAHE---4hape>--<shape )')00'----111
e. g. SAr~E OBLONG CIRCLE
All the points common to both shapes are produced as the
result of this functf on.
INVERT ---(Shape>>----Ill
e.g. INVERT POLYGON
The intensity value of all the points comprising the specified
shape are inverted as the result of this function.
The precise effects of each of the above operators is desaibed








e.g. DISPLAY CIRCLE 100 150
This fUnction displays a shape at a specified location.
FILL --<'location),>-. ---IIR
~.g.FILL 100 100
This functionfills;na black or white region which is
completely bounded by points of the ppposite tone.
ANCHOR~shapej>~----4p,
e.g. ANCHOR SQUARE
This function returns the anchor position of the specified
shape.
GETPIXEL --<jocation)'>----If'
e.g. GETPIXEL laO 200
This function returns the value of the pixel located at the
specified location in the bitmap.
PUTPIXEL--<value)---(location ))-----111
e.g. PUTPIXEL 0 150 12
This function puts a value (which must be 0 or 1) into the
specified location.
9.3.8 DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS
As in LOGO any graphical function parameter can be provided directly
or indirectly as the result of a function
e.g. GO 100 100
or GO CURSOR
This section defines the meaning of parameters defined directly.
(a) .qevi ce nam9-
e.g. ERASER
Device name is a 'wordl of data in LOGO terminology. This




A numeric word in the range 1 to 360.
(CJ <!ocati0i!>
e.s. 125 8
Two numeric words, the first of which specifies an x
coorodinate. the second a Y coordinate within the bounds





e.9 • lO , 10~'0,0, 1) 1,0 •1•1 .1 , 1
A shape is a list in LOGO terminology.
(f) "<fe1at;ve diSPlacementy,
e.g. 12 "15
Two numeric words, the first of which specifies a displacement
in the x axis, the second a displacement in the y axis.
(9) ~alu~
e.g. 1
A numeri c word.
9.4 IMPLEMENTATION USING GOll
G.OLL is a language designedf and implemented at leicester Polytechnic,
as a computer science final year degree project (Bowden, et.al. 1979).
It is based on the ideas propounded in this thesis and is lOGO like
in appearance. It includes a facility which permit the user to
define functi.on. For simplicity, a subset of GUMPS has been
implemented as an extension of GOlL. In many cases, this was
aChieved by defining user functions. However, since GOll contains
I'lonof the image extraction facilities described in chapters 7 and 8,
in those cases it proves necessary to extend GOll (Scr; vener,
Schappo, 198 1) •
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9.• 5 LEARN I NG BY DO I NG
Earlier t twas suggested that , from the system designers poi nt of
View, it is safer to regard the artist as an "tnfrequent'' user
(section9.1.1). Eason's notion of an Ilinfrequent" user implies
the characteristic of resistance to too much learning by instruction.
Thus, viewing the artist as an "infrequent" user is less likely to
lead to the system designer making'gross assumptions about his
ability or desire to learn how to use a computer system. However t
there are good reasons for taking this view other than mere caution.
In general, an artist learns about a new medium of expression by
Working \-/ith it ; in Papert's terms, he learns by doing. The use
Of a medium is not usually preceded by extensive theoretical
instruction. Thus~ for example, a knowledge of the theory of
mixing colours is not a pre-requisite for putting paint toca.nvas.
The use of most arti sti c media involves an element of craft; a
Combination of intellectual and physical control. And, in pract ise,
it would seem that there is no better way of acquiring manual skills
than practise. Thus the old adage "practise makes perfect" has a
distinct ring of truth about it. The importance of practise was
Certainly recognised in C18 and C19 academy schools where the art
Student If/as required to practise for hours his drawing skills in the
Copyi ng and 1; fe rooms. before bei n9 per111itted to progres s to the
difficulties of painting and colour. Although contemporary
artistic training is perhaps less rigorous in this re~pectt and
stUdents are permitted to develop skills in a more personal manner,
the method of learning, in principle, has not changed. Thus it is
"natural" for the artist to learn how to use a medium byus;ng it.
Similarly the artist tends to learn about the possibilities of a
medium as a result of discovery during practise, not by instruction.
Learning the mechanics of using, or contro11ing a rnediumcan be
compared to learning an interface language in the context of
Computer systems. They are both, in essence, processes of
learning how to contro1 resources. In general. the processes of
learn; n9 how to control faci1 ities and how they can be util ised
are not distinct activities. for the artist. InsteQd they tend to
take place in parallel; each encouraging development of the other.
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In this respect learning about a new medium is rather like leat"ning
to dri ve .s car. It is not usua 1 for 3. person to be taught to
drive by extensive instruction in the purpose and effect$of the
Controls and likely traffic s ituattons. There comes a point
When instruction is no substitute for practise j when the learner
dri ver must be permi t'tsd toexperi ence the effects of contra 11in9
a car for himself. The learner driver develops a facility in
handling the controls in parallel with organising them to perform
tasks (e.Q. making a right turn). Similarly. in the context of
art. learning about the mechanisms for controlling available
resources takes place in conjunction with learning to manipulate
resources to perform tasks.
It is therefore, unnatural to cons ider separating learning about
the interface from 1earn; ng about the facil iti es provi ded by a
computer graphics system when the artist ;s the proposed user.
Furthermore, in either case of interface or resources, learninq by
dOing is preferable to learning by instructions.
9.6 E:ASE os USE
An examinatiDn of computing literature quickly reveals that the
term "ease of use" has no hard. or precise meaning. It is a fuzzy
term that can be applied to all techniques that can be shown to
eaSe the users difficulty in communicating wHhac()mputer.
Often a users difficulties arise as a resul t of a lack of specific
skills or unfamiliarity with a mode of communication. In the
dl"tcontext. for exempts, many artists are not competent typists,
and since one oftne most general input devices to a computer is
the keyboard difficulties can arise if it is the principal input
mechanism. Often, \~here a keyboard is used, attempts. are made
to reduce theactua 1 number of key depressions recut red to input
" command. The use of numeric codes in ART-l would seem to be
sUch an attempt. 1t Can be argued that this kind of techni.que
makes a system easier to use because. by taking into account the
users lack of skill in typing, it reduces his difficulty in
entering commands. Critics might argue that codes of the kind
uSed in ART~l are unnatural and consequently difficult to remember
Which can, in turn, make the system difficult to use because the
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Figure 22 Typical vector graphics system
user will be prone to error due to fail ure of memory. Thus the
argument for the more naturalcomma,nd language of PLADasserts
i'tself; a system is easier to use if its command language is
~asily memorised. A contrary argument is that conmands in a more
rUltural 1anguage. of the kind used in PLAD, can take a frustrati ngly
long time to enter and because of their length are more likely to be
Subject to key depression errors.
This discussion il1ustrates two points the first is that there
is Some dispute amongst system designers and researchers as to what
it is that makes a system ~asy to use; and secondly that ease of
u~ecan be employed to refer to techniques that assist various
aspects of the user (e.g. physical skills, memory).
In the fo 11owi n9 pages the ease oj' use of the 1anguage wi 11 be
COnsidered in terms of the following questions: does the language
pernlit learning by doing? (i.e. can the language be learnt
progressively?); can the user personalise the system by adapting
it? (i.e. can the user combine resources"}.
9.6.1 EASE OF LEARNING BY DOING
An important feature of the language, as far as learning it is
concerned, is the simplicity of the command syntax which is. in
general, a function name followed by a number of arguments. Having
mastered the syntax of one conmand the user has, in effect I mas tered
<ill coamands • This is not true of many high level languages.\oJhere
the syntax ·of different statements often have little similari ty.
One of the difficulties of learning FORTRAN,for example, is its
SYntacticcomp lex ity. Furthermore the uti 1ity of s ta tements ; n
Illany high level languages only becomes obvious when combined with
other s tatements , For example, the DO statement in FORTRANhas very
Ii ttl e obvi ous uti 1i ty on its own and ; tis only when it; s combi ned
with other statements that its usefulness is realised. In this
Se.rtse then, the DO s ta tement is not independently usefu 1•
Consequently it is the case that the DO statement must be combined
with other statements by the user to perform a spectf ic task. This
is characteristic of many high leVel languages and encourages a
wholistic approach that tends to separate the process of learning
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a language from using it to perform tasks.
On the other hand, many of the con~ands in LOGO have a utility
which does not necessarily rely upon other comnands and therefore
Con be .employed by the user without reference .to , or knowledge oft
othercorrrnands. In this sense they are independent of each other.
It is the relative independence of comnands and the simplicity of
theconmand syntax which make it possible for the user to employ
sUbsets of the language to achieve results with the minimum of
instruction. FOt~ example. the user might be given as an initial
Sl.Ibsetthe commands: ENABLE. UP. DOWN~ RIGHT, LEFT, FORWARD and
BACKWARD. If the user was instructed in their use with the PEN
as the device, enabled this subset would provide a simple drawing
facility, Instruction in the notion of the ERASER and the
introduction of the DISABLEcommand would make additional resources
available to the user. Later as the user develops an understanding
of one subset then new subsets can be introduced. Thus by the
gradual tntroduct ion of command subsets the users knowledge of the
1anguage deve lops in conjunct; 011 I'd th knowl edge of the resources
it supports. In other words the language, in its structure and
syntax makes it possible for the user to learn about both the
hnguage and use the resources it supports at the same time.
Appendix· j is the record of the authors introduction to the Edinburgh
UniversHy LOGOsystem that illustrates a process of learning by
<ioing.
9.6.2 EASE OFADAPTATI ON
ihere are a number of ways in which we can talk about adaptation in
the context of a man-computer system. For example, the computer
can Jdapt in response to the man, or the man can adapt the computer.
Eason's third strategy for dealing with the inexperienced user;s
~oncerned with the former kind of adaption. No attempt has been
m~de in the system to provide dynami c adap tat; on in response to the
USer. However, the system does provide a passive substitute in
the sense that the structure of the language is such that the user
can learn itashe ~oesalong. In practice, the users success in
learning the language in this way depends upon good documentation
i)ndinstruction manuals. In this section the power of the language
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With respect to the second kind of adaptation mentioned (the man
adapts the mach; ne) will be consi de red.
The principal mechanism by which the user can adapt the sy~tem is
the user defi ned function (UDF). This faci1 ity allows the user
to encapsulate his own functions inUDF's. In this way he extends
Qr adapts the language and gives it a more personal meaning. If
he wishes the user can define his own set of graphical primitives
(e.g. square, triangle). Providing a facility that allows the user
to define his own set of graphical primitives ts not equivalent to
providing them as inbuilt functions even if the two primitive sets
,Which result were the same. Eason argues (1979) that the most
likely adaptive component in a task performing system is the user
and that if he is to be adaptive he must have the discretion to
interpret a task and select a meth()d of execution. He also points
Out that users may model the task in different ways. An interesting
illustration of this problem comes from Herot (1974) who describes
how cl program for latching sketched lines, input to a computer using
a tablet worked better for some people's sketches than for others.
"It appeared~~ Herot explains, "that the programmer had embedded a
particular model of human sketching behaviour that fits some users
Illoreclose ly ~han others".
Providing graphical promitives such as a square or a. triangle in a
sYstem is to assume that the way they are generated is not going to
be important to the user. However. it is often the case that the
way a task is perfonned is at least as important as the goa1 of the
task. It is very easy to ignore this fact when designing a computer
system and to treat facilities as equivalent because they perform
the same function. Consider for example the problem of providing
a. facility for moving a graphical entity from one place to another.
lnsome graphic systems this can be done bypo;nting at the object
to be moved and then pointing at its new position. The object
disappears from its old position and then reappears at itsn.eloJ
location. some systems allow the user to Udragll an object f'rom
Qneplace to another. This. as the name suggests, is rather like
dragging a piece of card around by placing your fina€l' on it ..
When the user is happy with the new location of the object being
Q.t"aggedhe signals this fact to the system and terminates the
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prOcess. Both method has the same function but the way that
fUnction is performed is quite different in each case. Furthennore,
[]llInonl'l ng on the context in which the move takes place one method
may be superior to the other. Dragging, for example, is the better
method fo.r positioning a shape relative to other shapes because it
provides feedback about the position of the shape during the process
Which the user can utilise to locate it exactly. From the users
standpoint then, the way a task is performed may be important in
~erms of hi s objectives.
The UDF is the users way of modifying the system to include function
t.hemethod of execution of which are at his discretion. Below. two











10 GO 100 100
20 GO 150 100
30 GO 150 50
40 GO 100 50
50 GO 100 100
END
Each performs the same function of drawing a square but the methods
Used have different implications in use. To include one method, in
prQference to the other, in a system is to assume that it is the
more general way of modelling the task. The view taken in this
thesis is that it is better to avoid this kind Qf assumption (which
is likely to be wrong in any case) and instead provide facilities
Which allow the user to model his own preferences (whether they take
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the form of graphical entities or not) in his own way. The aim
has been to avoid, as far as possible, the problem ic:!entified by
Her()~of embedding in the system lIa particular model of human
Sketch; n9 behavi our that fits some Users more closely than others ",
The way to avoid this, it is believed,. is to provide facilities for
cpmbining and organi 5 iog the resources of a system. The UOf
represents the principal mechanism for combining resources and
~herebye adapt; n9 the sys tern,
a.S.l DEVISING PLANS
The UDF is also a way of defining plans and as such performs a
function in respect ·of the issues discussed in chapter 5. The UDF
provides the mechanism for pl'e-ptanning. Two kinds of planning
Y/ere identified in chapter 5 described as event and goal orientated.
~oth types of planning are possible within the language. LOGO
contains conditional functions which can be used in event orientated












20 SUM COUNT 1





20 IF VALUE:l THEN TURN COUNT ELSE FORWARD 1
30 IF COUNT=50 THEN STOP
40 GOTD 10
END
The PROCEED function ;s dl!!finedby the user to move one unit (pixel.
bit) forward unless the position AHEAD is already black in which
caSe the pen is rotated to the left. Every time the pen is rotated
the numeric word COUNTis incremen ted by one (1ines20, 3.00f the
function TURN). When the number of turns undertaken equals 50 the
execution of the PROCEED function is tenninated by the STOP fUnction.
Thus it can be seen that PROCEED responds to eventsari sin9 as it is
executed. In this case the events relate to the state of thebitn~
dUring the execution of the procedure. Examples of goal orientated
procedures have already been provided in those illustrating the
definition ofa square.
9.7 CONClUSION
In chapter 3 it was arqued that the systems reviewed do not adequately
tesolve the difficulties that can arise as a result of the often
confl icting demands of the ease of use and w~eflitHe8S of a system.
In this chapter the emphasis of ease of use is not placed on the
ergonomic issues (important as they are) but on learning how to
,Control resources and the flexibil ity of the language in terms of
modelling tasks. It has been argued that» typically. the artist
learns how. to control the resources of a medium ;n par(illel with
task performance. Skill in using a mediuma.nd the comprehension
of its potential for realising artistic objectives develop in unison.
Furthennore, it is proposed that the business of learning 1.nthe
a.rtistic context is very much one of learning by doing. The "ease
of use" of the system discussed here has been largely concerned with
the question of learning a language in parallel with using it to
perform tasks. LOGO, it is argued. provides a structure which
makes it possible for the user to perform tasks with a minimum of
initial training using subsets of the language. Also it is believed
that the knowledge of the language can be cleveloped progressively by
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the introduction of new subsets as the user·s knowledge of the
resources. increases.
Another aspect of "ease of us e" discussed here relates to how easy
it is for the user to perform tasks us;Og the GLIMPS. There is
no simple answer to this question although an adequate solution may
be fundamental to the useful/ness ofasystem. No matter how
potentially useful the resources of a system are if the language for
Combining them does not allow the user to perform tasks in a Itlay
which is natural to him then its usefulness is limited. The proul ems
(,Ire that We cannot predict in any precise way what tasks the user
Will want to perform. Also users may model the same task in
different ways and a particular users model might be easy for him
but difficult for other users or visa versa. Determining a
uuniversa 1" task perform; ng stra tegy that might be embedded in the
interface is perhaps impossible. 1t is more useful to rephrase
the ql,lestion and ask whetherGLIMPS is flexible enough to model the
Same task in a variety of weys , It has been argued that it is and
that in particular the user defined function facility comprises the
primary mechant SOl by \oJhich the user can adapt the 1anguage to suit
his object; yes.
In conclusion it is felt that the GLIMPS language described in this
chapter is a step towards creating a balance between l3aa6l of lASe and
u8efu'l,lwH38. These terms have been considered here with respect to
the syntax of GLIMPS rather than Its semanti cs; to its structure
rather than the resources it supports. The structure of GLIMPS
provides c1ase of use because it can be learnt progressively in
COnjunction with performing tasks; it provides facilities that
anD'll the user to adapt the language by effectively adding new,
Semantics ~ or resources j it has suff'i cientredundancy to permit
~asks to be performed in a variety of ways. These things contribute
to the language as a medium by which the user can, in Eason's terms,
combine resources in a. variety of ways. There is, of course, the
ea8~ of use and the ulJeft.,Zn.;is;:,· of the resources to be cons tdered and




OOE!.ofthe advantages of writing a thes is is that it provides an
Opportunity to stand back and see onels work in some kind of
perspective. It is often difficult. as everyone knows, to see an
oVerall pattern in one's work when particular areas are being
~xamined in isolation. It is now time. in this the concl udinq
chapter, to take stock of what has been achieved and what renai ns
to be done.
In retrospect, it appears that the issues tackled in the project
fall broadly into those concerned wi th the task performi ng
langui;lge and those dealing with the kind of imagegeneratlve and
manipulative resources that should be provided. Although problems
of the interface language and picture making resources are
interconnected. for the sake of clarity they will be discussed
independantly in the fo110\"in9 pages. Indeed it is not only
convenient to do this but also helpful because it helps to
~etermine what problems~ if anYt are particular to each area of
study.
10.1 THE TASK PERFORMING LANGUAGE
In l1.computer gl~aphics system the artist cannot set his hands on
thepi·cture making resources in as direct a way as that possible
USing conventional media. Instead he must pass messages to the
Computer over a route which he can never travel.
ThiSdi.stanci ng of the resources fr-on the artts ccan cause the
Computer to appea ra strange kind of crea ti ve medi um. '. The
l.anguage the artist uses to communicate his intentions to the
cQl11puter;;t has been argued. should be such that it does not make
the distance between the man and the resources of the computet
~ppear impossible to traverse. Thee-aBe ofuaeof the task.
Performi n9 language; s., in this context, a measure o.f its .succes s
1n<achi.evi 09 the forementi oned object; ve.
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The fact that one has to ''l;alk"to a computer in order to utilise
the resources it provides is often seen as a disadvantage. The
interface between the man and the computer¢an take on the
appearance of a barrier that must somehow be overcome and leads to
a :View of the task performing language as a thing that cannot be
aVoided but should at all costs be disguised. From the outset,
then, One tends to take a negative view of the need to describe.
or Communicate , one Is object; ves to the computer.
It is easy to think of applications where having to "talk" to the
¢.Olllputercan be a nui sance and where as a consequence it can appear
i),~.a barrier. Evans (1972) system for collecting information from
Patients concerning their ailments is one example. As the objective
of the system is simp1y to col1ectinformation~ anything that stands
in the way of this goal is a problem. In this kind of situation the
computer is being used not to augment or extend mans ability to
perform certain tasks but provides a meanS of automating some of his
fl.lnctions. Thus in Evans' sys temthe computer collects the type
Of data that a doctor would normally have to extract from a patient
il10rder to make a prel imi nary di agnes is. The poi nt is tha t the
ComPuter provides a means to an end and as a means it is of no
sPecial interest. In this context the task performing language
.can be seen as .a negative factor that must be neutralised.
~Owever to take too negati ve view of the task performing 1anguage
is to. ignore the possibility that having to cOlMlunicate with a
compotermay have a positive side to it. The positive aspect is
implicit; n Paper ts philosophy. In writing of the impact of the
Computer and its effects on teaching methods he says; liThe most
important (and. surely controversial) component of this impact
(i.e. the computers') is on the child's ability to articulate the
~orkiJ)9Sof his own min~ and particularly the interaction between
himself and reality in the course of learning and thinking,"
(P~pert) 1972). Whendevising a program to perform some task one
is to some extent elucidating one's objectives. Often the
Process becomes one of externalising in the form of a computer
programsone's thought processes; onels way of doing things.
The need to "exp] a in II things to a computer. to iss ue it with
instructions can encourage. in a positive fashion, thinking about
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iona's way of performing tasks.
The selection of LOGOas a model for the interface language whilst
in one sense (there are many similar computer languages)
based upon a belief that the act of programming h~lps the user
tornarshal1 his thoughts and organise his thinking. In its
nition GLlMPShas structural features that are common to most
Ptogramming languages i in particular the ability to define sub-
processes (U.D.F·s). As Eason (1979) observes an important feature
of a task perfonning language is the ability to combine ina complex
Viaythe resources it supports. The features that make this possible
rnay be thought of as the resources of the language as distinct from
the resources it supports (e.g. those for image generation and
m~Oipulation) .
If We consider for a moment the medium of painting it can be shown
t~ilt it permits two basic generative/manipulative funct ions .
P~int can be applied to a surface or it can be removed from a surface.
The history of the medium of painting reveals the invention of
numerous techniques for the application and removal of paint that
tiln be used in subtle and complex ways to perform tasks. Thus
they might be useq by an artist to achieve a MOVE. For example
an artist might wish to move a circular shape in a picture to another
POSition. This he could achieve by painting or scraping out the
shape and repainting it in its desired position. Each artists
deVelops a preference for particular methods of painting and
SCraping that become automatic and contribute to his style.
Similarly the ability to define functions using GLIMPSprovides a
way of combining "painting" and "scrapfngU to achieve objectives.
Thus it offers the artist a means to automate his working processes.
tt is not the automation in itself that is regarded here as important
but the process of thinking out the automation that promotes an
eXamination of the nature of method.
Th.e II user defi ned function 11 is a 1angua.geresource that encourages
the specification of tunctfons that encapsulate the kind of high
lavelprocess (e.g. move) that the artist take for granted and uses
alltomatically when working with the medium of paint. The UDF
is a resource of the 1anguage and with other 1anguage resources
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to its usefulneee as distinct from the usefulness of
the imaging resources of the system. This usefulness resides in
the power of the language as a vehicle for defining picture making
~rl)cedures. The act of specifying such procedures, it;s felt,
promotes thinking about them which is beneficial.
It is recognised that the last statement is a question of beli.ef',
There is lfttl e ev; dence, other than the work of Papert , that
SUPPorts the view that the actof devising programs for a computer
dOes encourage thinking and learning concerning the concepts be; n9
manipulated. HO\'lever, if there is any truth in the assertion then
to a positive and rewarding aspect of cOlmlunicating with
Clearly, there is work to be done to determine first of
~11, Whether the hypothesis. has any foundation and secondly, if the
answer is affirmative, what language features (e.g. process control)
are likely to be of use to the artist. For example, one can imagine
that the abil ity to backtrack or compare sol utions m;ght be functions
that could be supported by language resources. Finally. there is
a~de9ree of speculation involved in all this in the sense that it
'iSirnplied that doing things differently (e.g. instructing a computer)
can be beneficial and this speculative aspect may also be observed in
the imagined )'fSOurces. For example. backtracking ;5 not a facility
41 painting. Thus one might propose that the work ahead should not
b.e restricted to deVising computer facilities for doing the same kind
as, lets say painting, but that it should be looking to
ways of doi n9 til;ngs differently.
Earlier it was suggested that the distancing of the al'tist from the
image making resources is responsible for some of the strangeness of
the computer as a creative medium. If one puts toone side the
qUestion of whethar or not having to "tal k"toa computer; s
advantageous there remains the question of how the user actually
ellters instructions. Does he type instructions in at a keyboard or
POlnt to items on a menu list? Clearly the way instructions are
issued is gOing to influence the ease of UBe of the system. In
the event this question has hardly been touched upon in this thesis.
,Quite nautral1y, as one works certatn problems take on particular
:Si.9nificance and one finds oneself focusing on them to the exclusion
of others. In fact there are wen establ tshed techniques for
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interactiv.e input and control ~ a whole catalogue. However,
~hey fail to answer the real questions? The way commands are
issued is only a means to end; this. being to marripulate the
resources supported by the task performing language. As such the
means wi 11 only appear as good as the end. In order therefore to
makesome comparative study of conmand input techniques it was felt
that the most pressing problem was to improve the computer facil ities
for image generation and man; pul attcn. In consequence. some of the
criticism levelled at earlier systems for artists have not been
aqswered in GLlMPS. Considerable work remains to be done both on
the character of the language and the way in which commands are
iSSued us; ng it.
10.2 THE PICTURE GENERATIVE AND MANIPULATIVE RESOURCES
In retrospect, it now seems obvious that the crux of the project
has been concerned with problems of image generation and manipulation
in p~rticular certain questions regarding image manipulation (and
manipulation as a generative process) have taken on paramount
importance.
The medium of painting provides a number of resources. It provides
implements for applying paint to a surface and for remov; ng it from
it. There is also of course the paint itself. These are its
Physi ea1 resources. Coupl ed with these a re the. actions the t they
Pennit, for example applying paint (paint) and removing it (erase).
These are also resources in the sense that they are actions permitted
by the physical characteristics of the medium. As we have seen the
art; st organ; ses these prim; ti ve act; ons to pel~form compl ex tasks.
There are in fact many kinds of erasure (lnd-painting possible due to
the variety of painting implements at the artists disposal.
As far as this project has been concerned the kind of implements for
generating and manipulating pictures that can be provided in a
Computer system has not been explored. Indeed any number of
<::DnVentional implements such as a tablet have not been included.
This is not to say that the question of what kind of implement could
be provided is not a valid one or that the devices excluded from
GLII~PSwere omitted deliberately. The problem of research is not
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necessarily to provide fully functioning systems. Rather its role
1stodemonstrate that certain things are possible and to show how.
ltrema insfor others to take up the research work and deve 1opit t
fOt-example, ina working (,!pplications system. The issue of computer
,~raphicsimplements is worthy of research. It has not been
UMertaken tn this project simply because o.ther issues have and some
have been ignored because they were not fal t to be necessary
tc)the resea reh.
The research has hinged.around the kind of actions the artist might
In parti~ular it has considered what higher level actions
(e.g. FILL) could be provided to. enhance or assist the artist f n the
Performance of tasks. In paintings although the actions performed by
the artist are of two bas ic ki nds he can apply them to any part of
the picture at any ti me. As has been poi nted out prevt ous Iy th isis
not true of conventional computer graphics where the artist only has
lIccess to those parts of the picture which have been given a
Structure. Furthermore operations on the picture are always in
terms of its given structure. It has been argued that this both
demands that the artist must make up his mind from the outset and
also that it restricts future changes of mind significantly. It
has been argued that for a number of 'reasons these constraints are
unsatisfactory from the artists point of view.
Figure 5B shows the conventional view of computet' graphics. The
~H ~~#.kt>Y\
~PtmI!:. I--~ j)1 '-1'Uk-y
~--I -FtL.6
Figure 58 Communicating about an interpretation.
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Visual input to the user comes from the screen and it is this that
Weartis t interprets. The pattern on the screen is produced by
process ing the what has been described by the ~uthor as an
interpretation of the pattern. When the user initiates anaetion
affecting the pattern he sees, he sets in motion modiflcationsor
changes ofeomputers interpretation of the pattern. However these
cha~9~S can only take place if they are consistent with the computet'S
Vn<lerstanding of the picture , Thus although the user may not be
aware of it he is in the bus.iness of talking about the machines
interpretation of the picture. ThiS is ac<:eptable as 100gas the
machines and the users interpretations of the pattern are consistent
With each other. However it results in all sorts of problems where
the-man and the machines interpretations an: not cons is tent or where
the mans understanding of the pattern ;s subject to change. The
reason 'for this is that typically the methods for representing
Patterns inside a computer are not complete (in the sense of visual
stimulus) or flexible enough to handle wholesale change.
The consideration of this problem has led to a different view of
Computer graphics. figure 59. Here the idea is that both the
$G.R!iS!W (_ ~~~~I "....~~ ~)
Figure 59. Communicating interpretations.
C9mputer and the man are in receipt of a "s ttmul us 11 and that there
is a close correspondence between them. In the case .of the computer
the "s t imulus" is a bi.taap which it has been argued J has aone-to-
one correspondence \'1ith display points on the screen. The bitrrrct{J
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I of course, not equ;valentto the screen display but it is a
Just .as the man is able to arrive at
ens of the visual stimulus so the computer must be
ded with mechanisms for· extracting interpretations from the
Given this the man/machine interaction can be described
a process of cQmmunicating interpretations. As the artist
on actions (that can bea consequence of his interpretation
of the screen pattern) he must communicate both the desired action
and also (explicitly or otherwise) his interpretation of the visual
P~ttern. or part of the pattern, to which it is applied. Clearly
then, the computers interpretative mechanisms should be consistent
Wi.ththe users to a degree that permits his commands to be completed.
is believed that the shape extraction routines and the facilities
for describing figure/ground percepts discussed in chap ter B
ndicate both the power and potential of the "conmunication of
interpretations" view of interactive computer graphics and also the
extent of the problems to be resolved. It;s of interest to
Catalogue semeof them here.
With respect to the Ustimul ii u, one of the prob lems is to decide
how far we need to go in making the~equiyalent? Visual psychology
ll1usthave something to offer in resolving this issue. Also there
is the question of the interpretive mechanisms. Should we mode1
on what we know about human psychology or dQ we need a
PSYchology of computer vision perhaps quite different to mans that
neVertheless makes it possible to complete the desired picture
Another source of problems is the level and kind of information handled
by the mechanisms of interpretation. It has been pointed out
PreViously that some perceived properties of the picture are
Objectively observable in the "bitmap" whilst other are not. for
iexarnple a boundary has been described as a physical property. The
described;n this thesis do not go beyond the detection
Of boundar; es but there are other phys; cal properti es. that cauld be
ConSidered. Information about tone, colour and shape, amo.ngst others.
could be gathered from the bitmap. This information could then be
Put to th~ Use of higher level interpreters (e.g. figure/ground)
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dealing with non-physical properties of a picture.
There is also the question of how far we should, or need. to go
With picture interpretation. The figure/ground interpreter
described in chapter 8 makes no attempt at recognising the objects
depicted. Thus no distinction is attempted between figure as horse ,
dogJ tree or whatever. It remains to be seen how useful these
higher level interpretive procedures would be,
Considerable work remains to be done both in terms of the interpretiv~
~echani5ms and the commands, or actionst the user might wish to
rea.lise. In conclusion. the work described in this thesis indicates
~oifferent direction for computer graphic systems that are designed
for generating and manipulating two dimensional pictures. It is
believed that both the usefulness and power of facilities based on
procedures that process a o'itmap (what has been called "the
COlllnunication of interpretations approachll) has been demonstrated
and that the \'/ay ahead is to examine the issues raised in detail.
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SOf4E ALGOR ITHMS
in this appendix have been wrilten in such a way that
they will becOIllprehendible to the reader Yiithout requiring
To the computer expert it may
I have taken liberties. If this is the case I believe it is
al~orithms assume the use of matrices that have the same number and
of locations as the bitmap (conceptually then the bitmap
be regarded as a matrix). Computer memory is assumed to be infinite
this accounts for the multiplicity of matrices. In practice, sparse
ces (1) coul d be used in the; nterest of economy of memory. A1so
matrices could be remployedin some algorithms. To avoid
on matrices have been cited as needed in the following algorithms
ve whether some might have been reused
location in a matrix can take a value of zero o~one. In all
ces other than the bitmap a value of 1 signifies a point of interest
o a location outside the range of interest. For example if a region
is extracted from the bitmap the REGION procedure will produce a matrix
ill which points equivalent to those in the bitmap have a value of 1
tt-respective of the value of the points in bitmap (i.e. it might be the
the extracted region was white in the bitmap). Thus in all matrices
from the bitmap, either directly or tndtrsct'ly, a value of 1
that the point belongs to the region being processed, and a value
that it does not.
The italic capitals represent procedure or process names and where they
in the definition of a procedure it means that the named procedure
be performed at that pOint. Every algorithm ;s also intuitively
bed. The terms used are defined in Chapter 8.
Lindterg E, "An Introduction to Sparse Matri.x Techniques",





















a·matrix used to hold the REGION extracted from I
- a matrix from which the REGION is to be ex.tracted
a point in the REGION e.g. its location and insensity
paint P used to identify the REGION of interest and can be regarded
a location (giving its position) and a value (giving its intensity).
the following algorithms P will be referred to as "location PI' or
ue pu.
location P is provided which identifies the area of interest. Given
location a REGION can be extracted from I and stored in R.
Set the value of location P in matrix R to 1
Put location P on the stack (5)
WHILE S is not empty




'A .. a matrix used to hold the REGIONextracted from B
B ..the matrix from which the REGION is to be extracted
, -a point in matrix B
~ription
A REGION ;s extracted from 8. This is done byij:eratively considering
PQints in 8. processing their next neighbour points if they haven't
~lread'y been processed and haw: the same intensity as the value of P.
;Processing a next neighbour involves setting the equivalent paint in A
to 1 and entering it onto a stack. Processing ceases when the stack is
empty. The stack begins to empty as next neighbours are found to be
Processed or Bre not of the correct intensity.
Take the top point (rp) off S
UNTIL all next neighbours of TP have been considered
DO if next neighbour (NN.) has a value of 0 in m~trixA
THEN if NN ina has a value of value P
THEN set matrix A, location NN to
and put location NNonto S.
END
-the matrix into which a REGION is to be COPIED
the REGION to be COPIED into A
with a value ofP in B are COPIED with a value of P into the
ant locations in A.
UNTIL all locations in the matrices have been considered
00 if locatipn (L) in matrix B has a value P
THEN put the value of P in L of matrix A
111LL ~,~
~mpt;ons
R ~ a rnatr'tx conta ioi ng the REGION to be FI llEO
P - a point in the REGION to be FILLED
~cription
First the REGION to be FILLED is ex.tracted. Then the value of P
is inverted since to FILL a REGION is to replace all the points
in the REGION by the inverse or complement of their value. The
POints in f are then COprEo into the original matrix by setting










.~ - a matrix
P - a point in the matrix A i.e. its location and intensity
~cription
This procedure scans through the matrix A looking fora point with a
Ifalue of 1. As soon as this condition is met P is set to the location
o.f the point that meets the condition.
~
BEGIN
UNTtl current point (CP) in matrix A has a value ~f 1
OR CP is the 1ast pOint in A
DOmake the next point to be considered in A the current point
Set P to the current point
END
6
~ a matrix used to hold the REGION extracted frolll R
.- a matrix used to hold the REGION of interest, and only the
REGION of interest to be extracted
- a point in the REGION of interest
REGION is extracted that includes the .COMPLEMENTARY BOUNDARIES
9f the REGION in R.
BEGIN
Set the value of location P in matrix RP to 1
Put location P on the stack(S)
WHILE S is not empty
DO NEIGHBOUR 1. <f!? 1ft.?
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-a matrix used to hold the REGION to be extracted from B
-a matrix from which the REGION is to be extracted
• a point in matrix B
the REGIONis being extracted all neighbouring points of a
value to. the points in the REGION being processed
also extracted, Thus the external boundaries of the REGION
interest in Bare included in A
£r.ocess
aEGIN
Take the top point (TP) offS
UNTIL all next neighbours of TP have been considered
DO if next neighbour (NN) has a value of Oin matrix A
THEN if NN in B has a value P
THEN set matrix At location NN to 1
and put location NN onto S
and set a llcompl ementary neighbours




A -a ma.trix into which the points of B that are different to Care
placed
6. - .a matrix
C ~ a matr; x
~scription
~quival ent poi nts ; n matr; x Band C areccns idered for the whole of the
rnnri x and the va1ue of the point inC is.subtracted from the va1ue of
the paint in B.
,lli:Qcess
ijEGIN
UNTIL all points in matrix B have been considered
DO if the value of location (P) in B has a value 1
THEN set matrix A. location p to the value of the value
of matrixB. location P minus the value of matric C~
locationP





CB - a matrix used to hold the COMPLEMENTARY BOUNDARIES of the REGION
of interest in R
R - a matrix containing the REGION of interest
P - a point in the REGION of interest
.Q!!cript;on
~iven a REGION the REGION plus its COMPLEMENTARY BOUNDARIES are generated.
The DIFFERENCE between· the REGION plus complementary boundaries and the









ace - a matrix used to hold the OUTER COMPLnlENTARV BOUNDARY from matrix R
R - the matrix from which OCB is to be extracted
f - a point in the REGION of interest
:Qtscription
Given a matrix containing a REGION the COMPLEMENTARY BOUNDARIES are
derived. A point is the located on the OUTER COMPLEMENTARY BOUNDARY.
Since boundaries are Iregions' the OUTER COMPLEMENTARY BOUNDARY can
~.~ extracted as a REGION from CB
ftocess
BEGIN
COMPLEf.JEN'l'ARXl!0UNDARIES ~B ,R ~
PINDPf)INP -4, cj.?




F - a matrix used to ho1d the FIGURE extracted from matrix
I - the matrix from which the FIGURE is to be extracted
P- a point in FIGURE
~scr;ptio.n
A FIGURE is equivalent to a REGION and consequently it is simply a
matter of extracting a region
f!:_ocess
BEGIN





:G>. a matrix used to hold the GROUNDextracted from matrix I
l~ the matrix from which the GROUND is to be extracted
p ~ a point in the GROUND
J!!scri pt; on
A. REGION is extracted from I representing the visible GROUND. The
OUTER COMPLENENTARY BOUNDARY of this REGION is derived. The REGION




, REGION <R, I ,W.
Set location IP to location P
Set value of IP to 1
OUTERCOMPLEMEN11ARYBOUNDARY <aCB,R)I~




PIGUREANDGROUND <[ ,6t 1,'9
'~sumptions
1='- matrix used to hold FIGURE extracted from matrix I
G - matri x used to hold GROUNDextracted from matri x I
I - thematri x from FIGURE and GROUNDare to be extracted
P - a point in the FIGURE
Qts.cri ~tion
.A. FIGURE is extracted and a point is located on its OUTER COMPLEMENTARY





Set location IP to location P
Set value IP to 1 .
OUTERCOMPLEMENTARYBOUN1JARY ~CB, F I I~
FINDPOINT 4p ,OC9
Set value FP to the complement of value P
GROmW <G, I ,FB>
END
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·- matrix used to hold the FIGURES extracted from matrix I
- matrix used tQ hold the GROUND extracted from matrix r
- matrix from wh ich FIGURES and GROUND is to be extracted
- a point in the GROUND
extracted. The "visible" GRQUND is then extracted







- a matrix. used to hold the FIGURES' extracted from I
- matrix from which FIGURES are derived
- a point in the GROUND
is essentially the same process as FIGURESANDGROUND.
GROUND is discarded.
N
FIGURESANDGROUND «5 ,GJ I ,~
- a matrix used to hold the GROUND extracted from I
I - matrix from which GROUND is derived
P - a point in the FIGURE
~scription
This ;s essentially the same process as FIGUREANDGROUND.
Jhe FIGURE is discarded.
f1:_ocess
BEGIN


















REGIONPLUS}tE:VEL 2~ b REGION 7
LEVEL 1 NEIGHBOURI NEIGHBOUR2 COpy FINDPOINT DIFFERENCE
,,-" Z. '3'" "
1 illustrates the heirarchyof function. Level 1 functions are the
basic and do not make useo! any othet' functions. Level 7 functions
4re the least basic and make use ()f lower level functions. Functions at
levels (e.g. 4) make use of lower level functions (e.g. level 4 or 2)
not those at higher levels
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•.. Functions available in GLIMPSo Functions not available in GLIMPS ( however these could bemade.available. to GLlllPS if necessary)
APPENDIX 2 LOGO
LOGO - BASIC CONCEPTS
LOGO is an interpretive language where a cQlffilandis entered at a
teletype, or other input device. The execution of a command involves.
without exception the evaluation of a function. Once a command has
been executed a prompt is output to indicate readiness for the next
command. This sequence ;s repeated until terminated by explicit
cOlll1landfrom the user. Every cOlJlTlandconsists of a. function name
specifying the action to be taken and zero or more arguments.
Evaluation ofa command, without exception produces a single result
in addition to a result evaluation of some functions also produces an
effect, for example, a line is drawn on a display. The result from a
function evaluation is an actual piece of LOGO data which is held in
readiness ina particular place in LOGOls workspace. The result of a
function evaluation only remains available during the execution of a
Single command but the.t!..!!!lresult of a command ;s assigned to a
unique location in LOGOls workspace whence it can be retrieved as the
result of evaluating a special function, w.hich has no arguments. It
follows from above that a typical corrmandmay involve the evaluation of
a number of nested functions. C.D. 14cArthur has described the
execut ion of a command in the fo11oWin9 way. "t tis convent ent to th ink
of the input and execution ofa corrmand as the effect prOduced by the
evaluation of an unnamed primeval (sic) function of one argument.
Execution proceeds simply because the evaluation of that function is
Outstanding, and continues until its argument is available. The
argument is, ofcourseJ the final value left over from the users cqmmand,
and when this has been assigned to its special location the evaluation of
primeval function is complete ; i.e. the cOlll11andhas been executed".
LOGO contains manY built in functions, some of which are used for their
effect and others for their result. These built in functions provide a
base language which can be used, more~or-lesst directly by the user.
Functions are also provided which the user may employ to define functions.
_l!serdefined functions are a numbered sequence of comnands wHhassociated
name; commands not being executed while the definition is in progress
they are stored as text to be retrieved and executed when a use of the
function name call s for its executi on. Once defined the user defi ned
1
function (U.O.F.) can be used in the same way as the built in functions.
U.D.F. 's may have arguments which appear in the definition. as names which
are used to refer. to unknown val ues ,
The U.D.F. is a powerful facility in the LOGO language rather like
sub-routi nes in other languages but it has the advantage of appeari ng,
in USEl, as any other function and consequently appears as a way of
eMending, or personalising, the language.
The language supports two data types; words and lists. Hords which
consist solely of numeric characters are called numeric words and are
treated as values. A list is an ordered sequence of elements where an
element can be a word or a list.
SYNTAX - ELEMENTS OF THE LOGO LANGUAGE
The basic unit of the language is a character group. Depending on
special delimiters a character group in a command is interpreted by
LOGO as one of the following.
1. a word (a pi ece of actue 1 data)
2. the name of a piece of data
3. the name ofa function
4. an element of a list.
The difference between a word as stored by lOGO needs some further
clarification. A w()rddescribed as a string of characters is reasonably
descriptive of how LOGO. stores it. When the user wishes to create a
name to refer to avaluea word and the value are handed over as
CirglJffientso a function which creates a name out of the characters in
the word and stores it with the value as an associated pair. However
the name is in i;I different form to the word used to create Hand
cannot be manipulated.
Some versions of LOGO .allow a user function to manipulate the text
comprising a functiondefinitiont including its own; therebye
dynamically altering the fUncti.onsb.ehaviour. A full definition of
the syntax of LOGO is not necessary here, and in any case depends to
some extent on the implementation but the syntax of the Edinburgh
University implementation of LOGO can be found in reference
WHAT LOGO LOOKS LIKE - SOME EXAt4PlES
The flavour of LOGO can be illustrated by a number of examples based on
the version of the language implemented at Edinburgh which involves
graphical fUnctions ( ). This system a110ws the generation of pictures
on a number of drawing devices, a turtle) a visual display and plotter.
It therefore includes functions for selecting and control of devices.
The drawing mechanism employed in LOGO is unconventional ; the drawing
devi~e is considered to have an orientation and a current position.
The commands provided allow the user to modify the dev;ceorientation
or move it forwards or backwards n units in its current orientation.
For example if the pen was at the position and orientation illustrated
; n fi 9.ure ~ a, and the user issued the conmands '-
1 LEFT 9~
FORWARD 5~
figure j. b would resul t.
Orientation functiona.rguments are assumed by LOGOto be degrees whilst
the precise meaning of a unit of distance is dependent upon the
particulal' device being used. The 1 : prefixing commands is the prompt
used by lOGO to indicate readiness for the next command.










This could be defined as a user definedfunct10n and then executed by
reference to its name
1 = TO SQUARE
8 · 1~. FORWARD 5~·
8 · 2~LEFT 90·
8 : 3~ FORWARD 50
8 : 4~ LEFT 9~
8 : 5~ FORWARD 5~
8 : 5~ LEFT 9~
8 : 7~FORWARD 50
8: : Bra LEFT 9{:3
8 END
1 : SQUARE
This can be made more modular by first defining the side instructions as
a U.D.F.. Thus:-
1 TO SIDE 1 · TO SIDE LENGTH·
8 Hi' FORWARD5~ 8 : 10 FORWARD LENGTH
8 2~ LEFT 9~ 8 ! 2~ LEFT 9~
8 END 8 END
1 . TO SQUARE 1 : TO SQUARE LENGTH.
8 : 1~ SIDE 8 · REPEAT 4 SIDE·
8 : 2~$JDE 8 · END·
8: 30 SlOE 1 SQUARE 1~0
8 : 4~ SIDE 1 : SQUARE 32
8 : END
1 : SQUARE
The right hand example demonstrates how the user defined function can
be made more general by the inclusion of a parameter LENGTH in the
definition of the function.
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APPENDIX 3 LOGO SESSION
WHO ARE YOO • 11M' """.'
TIM' IS ALREAD~ LOGGED ON
... t ,.. ,t ,,. '. .. • ~ t •
WHO AR! YOO I CAUJf1
LOGO READY
11 GE1DISPLAY
YOU HAVE BEEN CONNECTED
11 FORWARD 100






11 LEFT 1 '''1.1
. 11 CLEAR
1 I FORWARD 1" e
I. LEFT
LEFT NEEDS I MORE I N?UT S
II LEFT 150
11 LEFT 1001
11 LEFT i ea
11 END
END IS NOT A WORD I UNDERSTAND
I I CLEAR
1 I FORWARD 1"
11 FORWARD 234
1 I BACKWARDS348





I..E,.T244 IS NOT A WORD I UNDERSTAND
I t LEFT 2.44
11 RIGHt 5
1. TO SQ
& I 1 FORWARD 100
&. I 2LEFT 10"
&1 2 LEFT 100






& I 1 FORWARD 1ea
&. 2LEFT 100'I 3 BACKVARD 100








- 1 FORWARD 10"
2 LEFT 1'''1








& I 1 FORW.ARD 1aa LEFT 90
&1 2 FORWARD IBa LEFT 90
&1 3 FORWARO 100 LEFT 90
&1 4 FORWARD 130
&1 END
SQ DEFINED
11 SQLEFT 90 IS EXTRA. I IGNORED IT
IN SQ
1 FORWARD 100 LEFT 93
1: CHANGE
SOMETHI NO MISSING
1 J CHANGE SQ
&1 1 FORWARD 1"0
&1 LEFT 90
YOU FORGOT THE LINE NUMBER
& I 2 LEFT 90
&1 3 FORWARD 103
& I 4 l.EFT 90
&1 5 FORWARD 100
&. 6 LEFT 90






















YOO F·ORG01' THE LINE NUMBER
&, EXIT













t I RIGHT 45







USING GLIMPS: AN EXA}1PLE
~ FILL 117 87
". FILL 133 106



































10 FIGURE 184 86




10 FILL 281 179

















10 FIGURES-ON-GROUND 166 123






20 DISPLAY CROUNDSHAPE255 153
30 DISPLAY FIGURESHAPE 255 153
OONE
MOVE-FIGURES-AND-GROUND
Default names are assigned to shapes derived by extraction
routines.
Figure(s) are saved under the name FIGURESHAPE
Ground is saved un.der the Ilame GROUNDSI-J.APE
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